Letter no. 1 - Letter no. 40 by unknown
Letter I
15th July 1836
My dear Sharpey,
Thedaybeforeyesterday I gotasummonsfromCarswell' to seehimin somewayor
other as soon as possible and when I called on him I found you were the subject of
conversation. From what he said I think there isevery likelihood ofyourbeingchosen
by the Council of the London University, but of course we can have but a very
imperfect notion at present. The Faculty ofMedical professors were to meet today to
discussthematter&Carswell saysthattheirsuggestion isverygenerallyattendedto by
the Council. Mayo2 seemed to have an inclination to offer himselfand Grainger3 is I
supposeacandidatebutCarswell seemsto thinkthat others aswell asheishimselfwill
be for having you.
I need not say what tumult of feelings all this raised in my mind.
Theemolumentsofthesituation appear tobenearly£800ayearandyouwill deliver
your lectures in much more advantageous circumstances there than you can do in
Edinburgh. [I]t increases your chances ofthe Edinburgh chair4 and ofpreferment in
every way and as far as I can see is most advantageous for you.
I wrote you thus promptly in case it were possible for me to be ofany use to you in
thismatter. Writemeatalleventsandletmeknowwhatyouarethinkingofthematter.
I wearytohearsomethingofSurgeonsSquare.5 Indeed I feelmelancholywhenever I
think of it. & what will it be when you are away also?
Yours ever,
Allen Thomson
Address to me care ofJohn Murray Esq., 50 Albermarle Street ifyou don't put your
letter under cover to the Duke [of Bedford].6
If I get any information I shall write you again soon.
Mypaperswillbedownnextweek[.] Youmayhaveasmanyasyouliketogiveaway.
Robert Carswell (1793-1857), in 1836 Professor of Pathological Anatomy at University College
London. An intimate oftheThomson family, hehad beenemployed byJohnThomson in the 1820stomake
a collection of illustrations of morbid anatomy. For this purpose he visited the Continent with William
Thomson, and was in Paris at the same time as Allen Thomson (1828-9).
2 Herbert Mayo (1796-1852), Surgeon at the Middlesex Hospital and Professor ofAnatomy at King's
College, London since 1830. He became Professor of Physiology and Pathology there in 1836.
3 Richard Dugard Grainger (1801-65), Lecturer in Anatomy at the Webb Street School which he had
inherited from his brother Edward.
4 I.e., the Chair of Anatomy at Edinburgh University.
5 Surgeon's Square, Edinburgh: the site of Sharpey and Thomson's and other extramural teaching
establishments.
6 See note 5.5, below.Letter 2
Edinburgh 18th July, 1836
My Dear Thomson,
Manythanks foryourkind letter. I amquitealive to the natureofitscontents, but I
assure you that when I received it you were better aware ofwhat was going on than I
was. Mr. R. Quain' heard a lecture from each of the Teachers2 here without their
knowingofit, hecalled onmeafterandspokeofthechangeaboutto takeplaceasking
meatthesametimeifIwouldbelikelytocomeforwardasacandidate. Iinformed him
that I would relish teaching the branches he mentioned in a chair of the Lond.
University very greatly indeed. I met him afterwards at dinner but no more passed
between us on the subject, and your letter which I got yesterday was the next
intelligence I had. Thisafternoon I had onefrom Mr. Quainadvisingmetocomeup to
London as early as convenient. I called on your brother,3 and the result is that I start
for London on Saturday. I can easily do this as the Session ends next week.
Dr. W[illiam Thomson] bids me request you to go over the list ofCouncil with Mr.
James Mylne4 -lest he know any one he could come at, he also spoke of Mr. J.
Murray5 knowingMr. Greenough6who isoneofthecouncil. I fearmanyofthemmay
beinclinedtolistentoSomerville7andthereisonewhomIcertainlycouldnotexpectto
look favourably on me. I need not say I mean W-n [Warburton].8
IwouldsayagreatdealmoretoyoumyDearT. onthismatter,andwhatplansinthe
eventofsuccesswemightpursue,butI feelthattheprospectisstilltoodistanttopermit
me (naturally the reverse ofsanguine in my disposition) to indulge in what might turn
out to be day dreams.
To speak of things as they are, and return to Surgeon's Square. We have got a
splendid skeleton ofoneporpoise and most successful injection ofthe wonderfulnetin
another. I have alsomade agood injectedpreparation ofa turtleheart. - MrSeaton9
and I tried Poiseuille'sExpt"o on adogmuch exhausted by having had his gullet tied a
couple ofdays before the pipes were put into the carotid & crural, and the thing did
well, theperfectequalityofpressureisnoexaggeration, itwasquiteconspicuousexcept
when once or twice notwithstanding our constant [...] the tubes got slightly
obstructed. The pressure was not great owing to the weakness of the dog. I have
ordered the stopcocks to be taken offand made moveable, so that they may be fixed
intothetubes,forwerequiredcorksinourexperimentstoplugthe[ ...]inonevesseltill
wehadgotonefixedintoanother. Isuggested toChristison" I thatweshouldmaketrial
with it ofthe force ofthe heart under the influence ofdifferent poisons &c. and we
mean to do it - Seaton will give you the results he is the note taker.
SandyMonro12 wasmarried the otherday, & DouglasMaclagan'3 becomes folded
uptomorrow. Therehasbeen aregattawhere99ofthe 100 spectators knewnothingof
whatwaspassing. Yourpaperishighly approved of. Itisreallyagood thingafterall to
beforcedtowriteintheCyclopaedia.14 BythewayI praiseGodthatEchinodermata is
at last packed up with Messrs Sherwoods address on the back of it for the mail
tomorrow. I was a fool not to have availed myself ofyour [... .] to help me with the
drawings. I have been sadly at a loss about them. Some are fromTiedemann15 copied
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by Mr. J.. .1 Scott. - Some from ... .] by Mr Boyd and by myself. The engravers will
have the pleasure and privilege of reducing them.
IwouldsaymorebuttilltheLondonaffairisover, onewayorother, I shallfeelinan
uncomfortable state.
I am my dear Thomson
Yours most sincerely
W. Sharpey
Richard Quain(1800-87), ProfessorofDescriptive Anatomy at University College London since 1832.
2 Alexander Jardine Lizars, another private anatomy teacher in Edinburgh, was also a candidate for the
University College Chair ('Report ofCommittee ofthe Senate appointed to examine the Applications and
Testimonials ofCandidates forthe Professorship ofAnatomy and Physiology', University College London
MSS, AM 1-5 (3), p. 6.) Itwasprobably hislectures thatQuain also attendedduringhisvisit to Edinburgh.
3 I.e., William Thomson (1802-52), Allen's half-brother, in 1836 a private lecturer in the Practice of
Physics in Edinburgh.
4 James Mylne was a member of the Council of University College London from 1830 to 1840.
Probably John Murray (1808-92), the son ofthe publisher whose home Thomson was then using as a
mailingaddress. BoththeelderandyoungerMurrayhadclosetieswith Edinburgh; thelatterhadbeenAllen
Thomson's schoolmate.
6 GeorgeBellasGreenough (1776-1855), geographerandgeologist, wasamemberoftheoriginal Council
of the London University.
7 Presumably William Somerville (1771-1860), Physician to the Chelsea Hospital.
8 HenryWarburton(1784?-1858), MPand foundermemberoftheCouncil ofthe UniversityofLondon.
9 Possibly, Edward Cator Seaton (1815-80), an Edinburgh medical student who graduated in 1837.
10Jean Leonard Marie Poiseuille (1797-1869) a French physiologist who in 1828 published reports of
experiments designed to measure the arterial blood pressure: 'Recherches sur la force du coeur aortique',
Arch. gin. Med., 1828, 8: 550-4.
1 Robert Christison (1797-1882), Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in Edinburgh.
12 Alexander Monro III (1773-1859), Professor ofAnatomy in Edinburgh. In 1836 he married for the
second time.
13 Presumably Andrew Douglas Maclagan (1812-1900), who graduated MD at Edinburgh in 1833 and
became a Surgeon at the Royal Infirmary prior to commencing lectures on materia medica in 1839.
14 I.e., the Cyclopaediaofanatomyandphysiology, 5 vols., London, Longman, 1835-59, edited by Robert
Bentley Todd; see note 6.1 below.
s Friedrich Tiedemann (1781-1861), a German physiologist who was the author ofseveral anatomical
atlases.
Campden Hill
[July 18361
My dear Sir,
In answer to your inquiries concerning my friend Dr. Sharpey, I can have no
hesitation in expressing the very high opinion I entertain of his merits.
I have now been on a footing of great intimacy with Dr Sharpey for some years.
During that time his amiable moral qualities have made me sincerely attached to him
and I have had the happiness ofseeing him respected and lauded by all who have the
pleasure of his acquaintance and friendship. I have had the best opportunity of
knowingthat DrSharpey in addition toexcellent abilities ispossessed ofaremarkably
soundjudgement and very extensive information ofa professional and general kind.
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Dr. S. turned his attention in an especial manner to Anatomy at an early period of
his professional career. He is deeply versed in the literature of this department of
medicine. He is universally admitted to be a clear and accurate demonstrator of the
partsoftheanimal body. Hehas acompetent knowledge ofcomparativeanatomy and
isveryintimatelyacquainted withminute orgeneralanatomy - Indeed I believethere
arefewwhosurpasshimfortheknowledgeofthisbranch ofthescience. Hisknowledge
of physiology is also extensive altho. he has not delivered lectures on that subject.'
He takes a great interest in the study & investigation of everything relating to
Anatomy is a careful and accurate observer ofrenown to medical men ofevery thing
relating to Anatomy and may in every point ofview be regarded as a truly scientific
Anatomist.
Dr. Sharpey has had the advantages ofan excellent education. Hehad seen so much
oftheworldastohaveacquired thatfreedomfromprejudicewhichtravellinggenerally
gives. In his visits to the most celebrated Continental Medical Schools he has made
himselfwell acquainted with the mode of teaching Anatomy and other branches of
medicine pursued in them.
Dr. S. has with hard labour formed a considerable Anatomical class and were he to
remain there would soon I doubt not take the first place as an anatomical teacher. He
delivers his Lectures in a clear and attractive style, and is in the habit ofmaking use of
drawings andmodels forthepurpose ofassisting the illustration. Heisverypunctual,2
very attentive to the students, mild and amiable in his demeanour, straightforward
gentlemanlyandhonourableinhisconduct sothatwerehetobecomeprofessorinyour
University he could not fail there to add to the reputation ofthe school to insure the
attachment ofthe students & the respect and esteem ofhiscolleagues as he hasalready
done in Edinburgh.
So high an opinion indeed have I ofDr Sharpey that I may say you will do well to
caution me against allowing the expression of it to be moderated by the desire I
naturally feel to retain him in Edin. Forthereis nopersoncompanion [sic] whose loss I
shall more feel as a friend and coassistor in labours. There is no one in my humble
opinion who <My opinion then is disinterested when I say that should you obtain Dr
Sharpey's services at the London University there is no onewho>3 as a sound headed
and scientific man and as a teacher in his particular department should you obtain his
serviceswill beagreaterblank in the Edinburgh school and agreateracquisition to the
London University.
You have asked me for my opinion and I have given it thus freely and perhaps
presumptuously but I believe I may say that there are many others who entertain an
equally favorable opinion ofDr. Sharpey that there are few who have had an equally
good opportunity ofjudging him.
1 This account ofSharpey's virtues is closely paraphrased in the Committee's 'Report', op. cit., note 2.2
above, p. 17.
2 This statement is quoted ibid., p. 19.
3 Thomson intended the words in the angle brackets, written after this paragraph, to be inserted here.
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(London 1836 [The date is in Thomson's hand])
My dear Thomson,
I was not in time for the post.
Iwaselected today Professor ofAnatomy, subjectto suchregulations astheCouncil
may deem expedient.
The condition attached is merely this. I have been elected to fill the vacancy
occasioned by Dr. Q's' resignation, in short into his place, but the contemplated and
wished for alterations ofduties &c. have not yet been adopted, it was felt this would
delay the matter and the present proceedings makes all right. It was fortunate that the
discussion respecting the allotment of the duties was not entered on, as time would
have been lost and perhaps another adjournment been the consequence.
There was adivision in the councilbut this isprivate. I had an immensemajority. 9 to
2. Don't mention this.
My great desire now is to do justice to the appointment.
I will leavethis Saturday. I thinkbytheDundee Steamer. Iwill beacoupleofdaysin
Arbroath and see you in Edin. on Thursday evening.
This is my present intention but I may change it.
Yours most sincerely,
W. Sharpey
L.e., Jones Quain (1796-1865), ProfessorofGeneral Anatomy at London University from 1831 to 1835.
5
Edinburgh 3rd September 1836
My dear Thomson,
I write in a desperate hurry, and indeed it matters little for I have little to say.
Andrew' is to inspect themuseum and put on a fire occasionally, during the winter,
under Mr. Ramsay's2 superintendence, whom I have seen and conversed with on the
subject.
Macdonald3 isin Edinburghagain, hewill notbotheryou ormeabout themuseum,
I have settled that. I think he is not positively certain of commencing but the
probability seems to me in favour of his doing so.
I havecarefullyavoideddirectingthestudentsastotheirfutureteacher, butIcan see
fromconversing with several thatHandyside4 will be their preference, he (Handyside)
is not in Edinb.
Your friends here think it advisable for you to announce your intention ofteaching
anatomy nextyear, and yourbrotherand I haveconcocted anadvertisement subject to
yourapproval to be put in the papers when the proper time arrives. Ofcourseyou will
let him know your opinion on it.
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I startinafewhoursbythesteamboatforthenewsceneofmylabours. I hopeitmay
be as happy and comfortable a one as that which I leave.
I wrote about the plants & presume they will be sent for the Duke's7 inspection.
With sincerest wishes for your welfare I ever am
My dear Thomson
affectionately yours
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
(The Doune of Rothiemunhar [in Thomson's hand])
[On the reverse of this letter, in Thomson's hand:]
Sharpey.
Hisnewsituation. hismodestyatfirst. hisconfidenceinhimself. DesertionofSurgeons
Square.
MyplanstolectureonAnatomy. Preparationforthis. HisnoteofLectures&planof
course. his advice.
My hopes of being with him in spring.
Note to Imlach8
Separate testimon.
note about Classroom & answer to his letter.
William
Imlachs plans. Nicholl.
My advertisement. the terms not difficult. begin to approve of the measure.
News of Dr. T.
Weight removed from my mind. could I stay so till I can make my bread.
Preaching. Collection of people. Ball at the Ellens [?]
Invereschie.
Walk around the Lakes.
1 This Andrew appears to have been a servant charged with the upkeep of Sharpey and Thomson's
classroom in Surgeon's Square, Edinburgh. Heisprobably notthe Andrew [Wood] who appears laterin the
correspondence.
2 Possibly the David Blair Ramsay mentioned in a later letter: see note 10.1 below.
3 Possibly William Macdonald (1791-1875), who lectured on anatomy in Edinburgh c. 1838.
4 Peter D. Handyside (1808-81), private lecturer in anatomy and surgery in Edinburgh.
5John Russell, sixth Duke of Bedford (1766-1839), the father of Lord John Russell, who figures
prominentlyinthelatercorrespondence. Thomsonprobablyowed thisvaluableconnectionwith the Russell
family to his father's prominence in Edinburgh Whig political circles: Lord Holland had recommended
Thomson to Bedford.
6 Henry Imlach (1815-80) graduated MD in Edinburgh in 1836; he later practised in Liverpool.
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Remember me most kindly to Carswell and all friends.
The Doune Lynwilg (by Perth), 6th October 1836.
My dear Sharpey,
I have the offerofan opportunity to London and takeadvantage ofit towrite you a
note more for the purpose ofdemanding your news than that I have any ofinterest to
communicate to you.
I was obliged to you for your note before you left Edinburgh and for your
arrangements about the Museum which I trust will all turn out right. I hope that the
leaving the preparations will not be inconvenient to you.
You must tell me how you feel in your new situation; how your preparations for
lecturing go on; what you are to lecture upon; what your University constitution is
doingandinshortallaboutyourselfthatyoucancraminto aletter; foryouknowthatI
shall feel as much interest in your welfare in your present situation as I should have
done had you still been at No. 9. It is indeed a sad change in that quarter. I cannot
reflectuponitwithoutthemostmelancholy feelings. Wego from this to Ireland and in
this way avoid Edin. on our return South which I am almost not sorry for; so vexed
should I have been to see Surgeons Square without my being there in my usual
occupations.
Myadvertisementarrived hereandwasreadaloud bytheDukein thedrawingroom
from the Caledonian Mercury, the other night, which annoyed me excessively as the
date ofmy beginning my Anatomical lectures was stupidly made for this in place of
next winter.
I was much obliged to you for managing Macdonald. I suppose if he begins this
winter he will be absent from Edinb. or off the field before the next.
You will be surprised to hear that I have been very happy here; indeed it makes me
wondermyself. Idaresayagreatdealdependsonmynatural buoyancyofspiritswhich
from my improving health has regained the ascendancy. I am as fat as a porpoise and
stronger than I can recollect to have been.
The field sports interfere dreadfully with the paper on Generation. I fear I must be
greatly behind, but I have had no note ofhurrying from Dr. Todd.' I wish you could
find out & let me know ifI am in a scrape. About halfiswritten, and perhaps themost
difficult part viz the introductory and general part. The rest I have still to do concerns
the functions of the male and female sexual organs in Man - or in other words,
Conception and fecundation. It will not be good.
Tell me in your letter what I should do to prepare formyAnatomy Courses. I fancy
your mind will be in this subject at present.
Weshall return from Ireland aboutJanuaryand I stillhopetobesometimewithyou
in Spring.
Dowriteme soon and ifyouare somuch occupied asnot to beable toanswerallmy
queries, write me a short note telling me how you are doing.
Believe me my dear Sharpey
Ever affectionately yours
Allen Thomson
Robert Bentley Todd (1809-60), Professor ofPhysiology and General and Morbid Anatomy at King's
College, London; editor of the Cyclopaedia, op. cit., note 2.14 above.
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25 Dover Street, London
2nd December 1836
My dear Thomson,
I shall notwastespaceand timeinvain apologies formylongsilence, butproceed at
once to say that things are going on with me here very comfortably. The class room is
full everyday, I likemystudents and I thinktheylikeme. They, I mean themajority of
them, are reallyahardworking set offellows, and I really beginto think favourably of
the prize system at least when conjoined with that ofgiving honours as adopted here
which really seems to have a pretty general effect in a class and raises the standard
degree ofdiligence.
I have got through general anatomy, to which I devoted a pretty long allowance of
the course, and am so farwith the particular functions. I describe carefully the organs
concerned,especiallyasregardstheirinternalstructure, butI seeclearly thatmycourse
will be very free of mere descriptive anatomy. I should rather say external and
topographical anatomy, I shall have nothing to do with the bones, the muscles ofthe
limbs,northeirvesselsandnerves. Thecoursewill beoneofphysicalandphysiological
Anatomy - tocompoundsmallthingswithgreatontheplanoftheElementaofHaller.
I missAndrew sadly, Ican getnothing on a fewhours notice, and thedistance to the
rabbit market, the slaughter house &c. are very distressing - I think I must send to
Edinburgh forfrogs, I hadbutonedecentsized fellowwhich apupil brought, andafter
showing the circulation &c., I used him for a filtration of the blood. [Flor you must
knowI tookinthebloodin thelastarticle inmygeneralanatomy, reserving itscharges
from art[erial]. to ven[ous]. &c. till I got to respiration. In this way the processes of
digestionandsanguinification will beeasier followed. Our Museumis ashowy one but
though made principally by "My uncle"' or under his superintendence, I can assure
you it is anything but a good working one. We have a man (a capital fellow) busy
supplyinggoodthings forit; hehas latelytaken toinject lymphatics andhas been most
successful (with my old apparatus)[.] [W]e have now preparations oftheabsorbents[,]
ofthe skin[,] subserous tissue, glans penis &c. &c. and some spendid things from the
intestines of the Ostrich; it was this began it, we happened to get an Ostrich, and
knowing that the lacteals could be filled on the intestine as in reptiles, I injected a bit
verynicelybutourfriend'ssoonsurpassedmineandhastaken suchdelightin itthathe
has gone on ever since notwithstanding my double warning first against mercurial
enthusiasm and secondly against the monomania which as you well know is so apt to
seize on those engaged in hunting out lymphatics.
You must come to us and you shall have a quiet place and fresh viscera, penises,
mammae, bitsofskin&c. &c. from thehospital, fromwhich youmaymakesomething
for your campaign next year.
But oh I find such a great quarry ofa place by no means so convenient for the daily
preparation oflectures, and it will take some time before I get all well organized.
I have a young man engaged to draw for me, he makes the sketches on the board,
copies themafterwardsintoabook, andenlarges them and renders them permanent at
his leisure. I have introduced the oil paintingbut we are at a lossabout some points on
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which I must beg the favour ofyou to write me mostparticularly and in any other you
maythinkuseful. Howisthecanvasprepared?[Ilsitdone overwithsizeoranythingto
prevent sinking before the ground is put on? How is the ground or indeed the colours
generally rendered dull (not to shine)? How are they made to dry speedily? How long
should amantaketopaintsuchathingsayasthelargeoilpaintingoftheEyeorEar?I
give 5 pounds a month and furnish materials, and theyouthworks from 10 to 4. From
12 to 2. I generally have him sketching on the board(I wish I could sayslate) which he
certainly does capitally; but we are somewhat at a loss in what colours to represent
objects in thepictures. I would say to you thatwhatever youpaintmake it large, it is a
greatrelieftotheeyeinalargeroomandyouwillyethavetolectureinsomeotherplace
thanSurgeon'sSquare. TalkingofthisitseemscuriousbutitisthefactinmycasethatI
feellessdiffidencebeforealargeaudiencenowthat I havegotoverthefirsttrepidation,
explain it as you best can.
I am living with Willis2 who has taken a house in Dover Street; he has been very ill
poor fellow, but is now getting sound. I mean to take a home next Summer in some
quiet place.
Now that I have said enough of myself let us talk of you. First as to your
Article. - The coming No. ofthe Cyclopa. has been delayed by Partridges3 Ear and
T. Bells "Edentata".4 I suppose the latter are waiting for a full set of Mineral
succedaneum from the hands ofthe author, but however this may be, poor Sherwood
has been disappointed and Willis tells meand authorize me to inform you that there is
nohurry foryour "Generation" wewill let you know when it is wanted; nevertheless I
will forward your letter to Todd.
Keep your paper your own time and revise it to your content. I have ordered
Flourens5whichwillbe verysoonprocuredanddispatched byBelfast. Asecondedition
of Burdach's first volm.6 is out, I have not seen it, but Grant7 reports on it not
favourably.
IamjoiningtheMed[icol. Chir[urgical]. Societychiefly forthelibrarythoughitisby
no means a good one. Oh how I long for the flesh pots ofEgypt in the shape ofthe
Medical Society &College Library ofEdinb. Here one can't step in after lectures and
ask Lewis8 for the sight ofa book. So much is this the case that I am ruining myself
buyingbooks, and mean tohave acomplete setofthe French andGerman periodicals
which are more immediately connected with my subject, such as the Annales and
MemoiresdesMuseeandtheAnnalesdes Sciences Naturelles which Ihavegotalready
and Meckel's Archiv [fur Anatomie und PhysiologieJ.
In reference to your materiaux for next session, I would advise you to get
Bourgery's9 plates for the bones, joints[,J muscles and vessels, and paint enlarged
copies in oil for all these departments as well as some good ones ofthe other parts of
Anatomywhich ofcourse I need not remind you of. This plan will illuminate a dry, at
least a tedious part of your course. Quain has got such things and finds them of
immense use, and you will have your slatefree for plans &c. that occur to you at the
time. But I would cancel three fourths of the small branches of vessels given by
Bourgery.
A youthl' here who has been in Germany is translating Muller's Physiologie,l 1 he
knows the language and makes a very literal version but I fear it will require much
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draping to make it presentible [sic] to English readers. I have nothing to do with it
further than that the man was introduced to me as an old pupil ofour school and a
friend ofQuain's. He is to put in a few cuts and note here and there. A thing occurs to
meatpresent. Ifyouwouldpublish thearticle ovumasa separate book, Iwouldengage
to sell at least 100 copies a year among my pupils. Could you not arrange with
Sherwood and Todd, but indeed you have nothing to do with them[.] [P]repare and
print itas your own[;] there is no harm in this. Orwill yournewemployment allowyou
time for a system of Physiology? I feel the greatest difficult in recommending a text
book for Physiology. The only extent to which I at present see any prospect ofmyself
being able to supply the deficiency is in so far as concerns General and Physiological
Anatomy - Muller ifwelldone into English shall bemytextbook forPhysiology next
year. A new Edit. of Bostock'2 in one volume isjust out, loaded with literature and
therefore of little use to the student as a guide to the best sources.
I fear that in writing to Ireland I am half Irish myself, at least if an unconnected
prattle is any indication - But before ending I must not forget your question as to our
accounts.
The fees for last summer were: £48.19
£17.18 -£17.18
3 £31.01
£10.07
Andrews wages ............£8.10 Which is your share of the summer fees
Advertising .......... .. £ .14
Current expenses .
Coals etc ........... £.4. 4
Parts of body and
Logs ......£......2.10
Spirits (say?) .............£2.00
I paid P. Forbes an account in August which I have mislaid but I guess the spirits
used in dissecting room at somewhere about Two pounds.
I am in no hurry for payment ifit is not perfectly and entirely convenient, for I may
now finger a part of my London fees.
Letmeknowhowlongyouwill bein Ireland andwhetherthereis anyotherbook we
cansendyou alookof. Iwish I had hadthebenefitofyourassistancewiththedrawings
for Echinodermata I fear from the proof that they will turn out queer things. The
proofs on india paper are very good, but the ordinary printers bungle them
abominably.
I wish you might suggest some good things for the ovum and development which I
might get enlarged for my lectures, think of this like a good fellow, and with the
sincerestwishes foryourwelfareingeneral and yoursuccess as a teacherin particular I
ever am My dear Thomson
Very affectionately yours
W Sharpey
Write soon again
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'Apparently a reference to Charles Bell (1774-1842), the first Professor of Physiology and Clinical
Surgery at the University of London.
2 Presumably Robert Willis (1799-1878), Librarian of the Royal College of Surgeons of London.
3 Richard Partridge (1805-73), Professor of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy at King's College,
London. He contributed the article 'Face', not 'Ear', to Todd's Cyclopaedia, op. cit., note 2.14 above.
4Thomas Bell (1792-1880), Dental Surgeon at Guy's Hospital and Professor of Zoology at King's
College, London.
S I.e., a work by the French physiologist Marie-Jean-Pierre Flourens (1794-1867).
6 Karl Friedrich Burdach, Die Physiologie als Erfahrungswissenschaft, 6 vols., Leipzig, Leopold Vos,
1832-40.
7 Robert Edmond Grant (1793-1874), Professor ofComparative Anatomy and Zoology at University
College London.
8 Presumably, Douglas Lewis, Assistant Librarian to the Royal Medical Society, Edinburgh.
9 Jean-Mane Bourgery, Traite complet de l'anatomie de I'homme comprenant la medecine operative, 7
vols., Paris, C. A. Delauney, 1831-54.
10 I.e., William Baly (1814-61), formerly a medical student at University College.
1 Johannes Muller, Handbuch der Physiologie des Menschen fur Vorlesungen, 2 vols., Coblenz, J.
Holscher, 1835-40.
12 John Bostock, An elementary system ofphysiology, 3rd ed., London, Baldwin and Craddock, 1836.
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[Notes written on the wrapper of the letter above.]
Answered 24th December.
glad to hear from your own mouth the account of yr. success. gives me a good
opinion of yr. students embarrassment. I know what it is. popular prize system
charming subject.
Difficulties of preparing for lecture. Sympathies with frogs from W. Thomson.
Lymphatic preparations - apparatus - India rubber
Drawings -prepared canvas too expensive - patent Canvas preparation of-
paint - sugar oflead. using turpentine & Japan -don't skin or dry quick & wash out
easily - your terms cheap. McCartney got /./ a week, but much more.
Drawings for me -copies ofQuain's and yours - suggest for the ovum - there are
none.
Could not get physiol. out satisfactorily. Article ovum consider must laid on shelf.
Flourens by Dublin
Willis paper formation process. Epigenesis. Evolution. bring it with me.
9
25 Dover Street
22nd March 1837
My dear Thomson,
Since you left us nothing has occurred worth noting you except that the New
University have had several meetings and have at last decided on the salary oftheir
Registrar or Secretary. Warburton and Somerville's other friends wished to fix it
disgracefully low and thus keep worthier men out ofthe field - they proposed £200 a
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year to begin with, a sum for which you can scarcely procure a common clerk in
London; but they have been victoriously beaten and £1000 a year is fixed on, if the
Government will give it. If Forbes' gets the place he must I suspect give up his
connection with or rather superintendence of the Journal - at least nominally - I do
not know his sentiments.
I have got Coste2 for you and will send it. Pross's prices are as follows. Stand £14.
Compound body and 2 eye pieces £L"2. Micrometer Eye piece 18/6. - 1/2 inch focus
achromatic object glass £3"7"6. 1/4" ditto £4"7"6 -Condensing lens on a stand £1"1.
I tried Humboldt and Muller's experiment on the frogs muscles3 and succeeded
perfectly - it was a large female full of eggs one of those you gave me.
Jones4 (formerly in Edinb) has been on hiswaytoGermany, hehasbeencontinuing
his observations on the ovum and his paper5 to the R[oyal] Society with recent
additionshasnow, Ithink, afairchanceofbeingpublishedintheTransactions. Martin
Barry (Monte Blanc) has been lecturing at the Argyle Square School (to Reid's pupils
I presume) - on Development, he has published a queer paper in Jameson's Journal6
which young Macaulay (who is here studying at the British Museum) showed me the
other day, I have not read it, but Macaulay tells me he can meet with nobody who
understands it. Poor Martinus climberus, I suppose ifReid gives up he will become a
Lecturer.
A lot ofnear a dozen candidates have applied for the Chemistry chair. Fyfe7 was
hereandanxiously enquired foryou. - Johnstone8 hasalsopaidusavisit. [H]eiswell
spoken of in point of accuracy as an experimental enquirer, acquaintance with the
literature of his subject and as a lecturer. - I wish you could obtain for me some
information respecting Graham's9 qualifications as a teacher, his reputation as an
original discoverer and scientific chemist ofcourse I know.
I have got Valentin's book on Development'0 -a great part of it seems to be
compiled: A curious book by Schultze on the blood and another by Nape [?] on the
same subject - were sent me to look at by Dr. Forbes -would you like to review
them? - (you will be paid).
Ifsoletmeknowwhenyouwritewhichinthatcasemustbeassoonasyoucanmake
it convenient and I shall let the Dr know.
I have no more gossip - say when you will be with us again, and for my sake make
arrangements to be free by the middle of September at the very farthest.
In the mean time believe me ever
My dear Thomson
very affectionately yours
W. Sharpey
John Forbes (1787-1861), editor of the British and Foreign Medical Review. 2 Perhaps Jean Jacques Marie Cyprien Victor Coste, Embryogeniecomparee. Cours surledeveloppement
de l'homme et des animaux,fait au Museum d'histoire naturelle de Paris, 2 vols., Paris, A. Costes, 1837.
3 Friedrich Wilhelm Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt(1769-1859) Germannaturalist; Johannes Peter
Muller(1801-58) Germanphysiologist. Sharpeyreferstoearlyexperimentsinelectro-physiologyconducted
by both Humboldt and Miller designed to determine the conditions under which muscular contraction
occurs.
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4Thomas Wharton Jones (1808-91), at one time assistant to Robert Knox's anatomical class in
Edinburgh. Afterreturningfrom avisit totheContinent, hepractised asanoculistin Londonwhilepursuing
researches in anatomy and physiology.
5 Thomas Wharton Jones, 'On the first changes in the ova of the mammifera in consequence of
impregnation, and on the mode oforigin of the chorion', Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 1837: 339-46.
6 I.e., the Edinburgh PhilosophicalJournal, edited by David Brewsterand RobertJameson. On Barry see
note 24.3, below.
7 Presumably Andrew Fyfe(d. 1861), aprivatelecturerinchemistry atEdinburgh in the 1830sand 1840s,
who became Professor ofChemistry at Marischal College, Aberdeen in 1860.
8 Possibly James Johnstone (1806-69), an Edinburgh student who became ProfessorofMateria Medica
at Queen's College, Birmingham in 1841.
9 Thomas Graham (1805-69), ProfessorofChemistry at the Andersonian College,Glasgow; heassumed
the same position at University College London in 1837.
10 Gabnel Gustav Valentin, Handbuch der Entwickelungsgeschichte des Menschen mit vergleichender
Rucksicht der Entwickelung der Saugethiere und Vogel, Berlin, A. Rucker, 1835.
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(17th May 1837?
25 Dover Street
Dr. Willis's? [this parenthesis is in Thomson's hand])
My dear Thomson,
I have sent you all I can find likely to suit your purpose - after all it is but rubbish
with one or two exceptions.
I have sketched out a plan for you such as I pursued and have timed the first
half- which you may rely upon with tolerable confidence - But I would rather
counsel you to take a little time from the first half (or at least the subjects I have
included in it) and add to the second -
Serous and mucous membranes
Glands. stomach Intestines & Digestion & lacteals 7
Heart & circulation 3
Arteries 13
Lungs, Voice glottis. &c. 5
Liver, pancreas, spleen, kidney &c. 5
Bladder, genital organs 19
Male. and perineum and 13
lithotomy 4 7
3
Nervous system 19 5
Senses, nerves &c. S
4
56
Female organs ofgeneration. Development of foetus &c.
I think David Ramsay' took such notes aswould at least be a record ofthe subjects
lectured on with the order and time. I will enquire in Edinburgh.
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I start tomorrow evening - & am therefore in a bustle -
With kind regards
very affectionately yours
W Sharpey
17th May London
25 Dover Street
l A David Blair Ramsay of Forfarshire matriculated as a medical student in 1835 and attended classes
from 1835 to 1838. He does not appear to have graduated.
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University College, 8th Decr 1837
My dear Thomson,
I taketheopportunity ofDrVeltan's ofBonngoing toParis tointroduce him toyou
and make him the Bearer of this small epistle.
Miss Thomson your sister the otherday on leaving Mr Mylne's to visit Miss Baillie
at Hampstead sprained her weak foot, with which she has been confined two or three
days at Mr Mylnes. Dr Tweediel saw her & meant to take Mr Travers2 with him in
order that the Edinb. folks might keep themselves easy as to the treatment.
I saw the foot yesterday evening and it does not seem to me very seriously hurt
considering the nature of the accident. I have no doubt all will go right tho' as you
know, a sprained ankle is a tedious affair
TheN°oftheCyclopaediawithyourpaperhasnotyetappearedbutweshallconvey
youacopyassoon asitcan beobtained thro' Bailliereifnootheropportunity presents
itself.
Simpson3 I hearisgivinggreatsatisfaction - The N°ofmedical Students generally
in Edinb is smaller though the diffe from last year is not very considerable.
In Glasgow where they have no Pathology the falling off is quite fearful. Dr.
Thomson4 the Chemist ascribes it to the state ofAnatomical Instruction there (this
entre nous).
We are going on favourably. I have continued to show a few experiments (more on
deadthan on livinganimals however) this yearwhich I did not think oflast year -and
my attendance keeps up wonderfully - It astonishes me how people can attend
lectures. I nevercould, at leastexceptMurray5 the Chemistand yourfather's.6 I never
attended anythroughoutwith regularityand interest. There isnodoubt agreatcharm
in hearing interesting facts for the first time - and this accounts for chemistry and
Physiology. - believe me
with sincere regard
My dear Thomson
Yours affectionately
W Sharpey
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Alexander Tweedie (1794-1884) trained in Edinburgh as a surgeon. He came to London in 1820 and
became Physician to the London Fever Hospital and to the Foundlings Hospital. He was made a Fellow of
the Royal Society in 1838.
2 Benjamin Travers (1783-1858), Surgeon to St Thomas's Hospital.
3 JamesYoungSimpson (1811-70), in 1837 selected asinterim lecturerinPathology at Edinburgh toassist
John Thomson. Simpson was appointed to the Edinburgh Midwifery Chair in 1839.
4 Thomas Thomson (1773-1852), Regius Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow from 1818 to 1846.
5 Presumably John Murray (d. 1820), a lecturer in natural philosophy, chemistry, pharmacy, and materia
medica in Edinburgh.
6John Thomson (1765-1846) successively held the Chairs of Military Surgery and Pathology at the
University of Edinburgh.
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London, 68 Torrington Square, 30 April 1838
My dear Thomson,
Thedate ofthis letterwill apprizeyouofmydelinquency ofthefull extent ofwhich I
amperfectly sensibleandunderwhich sense I am nowsmarting. I knowthat sinceyour
sister wrote her share you must have had repeated communication from home, and in
particular Ifeel that theeventwhichhastakenplacesincethenmay(for I havenotread
Miss T.'s letter) render it peculiarly and painfully unreasonable. I first heard ofPoor
GeneralMillar's' death, bythepaper, and I have not seenanyofyourfamilysince. But
I leave this distressing subject and to pass over all useless excuses for my delaying till
theend ofoursession before I wrote you, I maynowspeak ofthepresent asinteresting
us both infinitely more than the past. As to my own affairs, they move on so smoothly
and I have such an even temper, that really I have nothing ofinterest to report. The
New University2 have not as yet announced a medical curriculum, I have seen the
proposed Examination for the degree ofBatchelor ofArts, it is a strange production,
such a thing as you could suppose a man tojot down roughly after first thinking ofit,
not that it is short, but so unequal, here details of particulars there mere heads of
subjects stated, &c &c. They propose examining in chemistry, and also in Animal and
Vegetable physiology, these last a mere smattering. I suspect itwould have been better
to have confined themselves to those kinds of disciplines which are auxiliary or
subservient for further study whether professional or general, such as languages
classical or modern and mathematics, natural philosophy, mental philosophy - and
perhaps chemistry and left physiology to the discretion ofthecandidate as tastemight
lead him afterwards forwhat is required is barely equal to the level ofthe Bridgewater
treatises,3 and it may perhaps interfere with the thorough study of branches which
require more severe application. You of course have heard how the election of
Registrar went, at first between Rothman and Damill, the former being ultimately
chosen;itwasaswellthat DrWillt didnotcomeuptotownonthematter,itturnsoutit
would have been useless trouble and expense. I still think he may get the Pathology
chair in Edinb. and I have a little plan in my head which I cannot think is altogether
chimerical, I cannot explain it to you now.
Your generation paper gives great satisfaction, but I fear the Cyclopaedia has got
grounded for a time, I suspect Sherwoods house oftheir failure [they] had coquetted
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too farwiththeoffersmadeto thembyother Booksellers fortheCyclopaedia and now
theyfind themselves in thelurch, still itis agood property andofcourse will notin the
endbeallowed todrop. IthinkanalliancewithSimpsonand Reid4wouldturn outwell
they are bothcapital men. Reid has given afirst rateexperimentalpaper on the nerves
of doubtful function5 which you may have heard of. But my dear fellow, write me
immediately to say that you are all activity and looking forward to the winter
campaign, for I have seen several pupils from Edinb. (Geor. Newbiggin, Spittell -
Johnny Wood6 &c.) who ask me if Dr A. T. is to lecture in Edinb. next winter, I of
course tell them -he certainly is, but I wish I could speak ofthe matter more closely
anddefinitely. I amvexedthatyoushouldloseanyadvantagebybeing outofsight. Mr
Wood has been here, he told meAndrew7 was tolecture on pr. ofphysic - I suspect he
is looking to an alliance with Peter Simple [i.e. Handyside], and probably because he
fears you may not be able to fulfil your intentions. I have taken every care of your
embryonic Preparns which are at present in my keeping, but the double goose is in
Edinburgh. I haveoffered aprizeinPractical Physiology andchosen forthesubject on
this occasion theembryology ofor rather the ovology ofthe rabbit, from the time the
ovum leaves the ovary till the 10th day - as regards theembryo and the 15th as regards
therestoftheovum. Nowisthebesttimeforlayingasideforyouanythingintheshape
ofpreparations - Youcanhavewhatyoulikebypayingforthe interment. Sections of
heads, pelvises, and their contents, ligaments &c. Prepared muscles &c. The only
difficulty is the expense ofspirits, but come yourself, and then get down to Edinb. a
considerable time before the winter, I regard that as ofgreat consequence. I havejust
been interrupted in writing by a call from a most excellent person - a Mr Edward
Hobson8 from Australia who has been studying here some time and has really
accomplishedhimselfinZoology,ComparativeAnatomy&Geologynotneglectingthe
rest ofthis profession. He has gained Grants Gold Medal - and has brought various
thingsforOwen.9 Heistosendme acollection ofgravid uteri ofAustralianAnimalsin
Spirits -canyousuggestanythingelse. (hegoesin2months)ItrustLordGlenelg'I will
do something for him[.] [H]e wishes the place ofassistant surgeon to the Government
Hospital at Sidney or in Hobart town in both ofwhich there are vacancies - a place
worth about £180 pounds per annum, and in which he has served already as a sub
assistant. Itrustthegovernmentwillputhiminaplacewherehemayhavethemeansof
followingouthisfavouritepursuits,itwouldbeofthegreatestbenefittoscience. Owen
and Coste as you will see have been fighting about the honour of discovering the
allantoisoftheKangaroo.1" Tomethethingappearshighlyludicrous, theremighthave
beensomeinterestinthedisputehadtheyshownthattheKangaroohadnoAllantois. I
supposeyouhavediscoveredthatan English Duke maysurvivein Niceaswell as other
people. But the last thing I say to you is come away as soon as yourengagements will
permit, and take up your position.
In the mean time believe me your affectionate friend
W Sharpey
I.e., William Millar, soldier in the Napoleonic wars, who committed suicide in 1838. He was the son of
John Millar(1735-1801), ProfessorofLaw at Glasgow, who was related to William Cullen on hismother's
side. One of John Millar's daughters was John Thomson's second wife and Allen Thomson's mother.
William Millar was, therefore, Allen Thomson's uncle.
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2 I.e., the new University of London.
3 The Bridgewater Treatises were a series ofvolumes dealing with questions in natural theology which
appeared in the first half of the nineteenth century.
4John Reid(1809-49), at thistimelecturingintheEdinburghextramural school. Itmaybethat therewas
aproposalforThomson, Reid,andJ. Y. Simpsontogointopartnership; ifso,nothingseemstohavecomeof
the suggestion. See also letter 15.
S Presumably, 'An experimental investigation into the glossopharygeal, pneumogastric, and spinal
accessory nerve', Rep. Br. Ass. Advmt Sci., 1837, ii: 109-12.
6 Presumably GeorgeStewart Newbiggin (d. 1840), President ofthe Royal Medical Societyin Edinburgh
in 1837. Robert Spittal (1804-52) was an early exponent ofmediate auscultation in Britain: he lectured on
"medical acoustics" in Edinburgh in 1838. John Gillespie Wood (1816-73) graduated MD in Edinburgh in
1837; he later became a military surgeon.
7 I.e., Andrew Wood (1811-81), President of the Royal Medical Society in 1830 and President of the
RoKal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh in 1855.
Edward Charles Hobson (1814-48) studiedmedicine firstin Hobartthen in London. HeleftEngland in
1839 to practise medicine in Hobart, where he also continued his researches as a naturalist.
9 Richard Owen (1804-92), Professor ofComparative Anatomy and Physiology at the Royal College of
Surgeons, London. 'G Charles, Baron Glenelg (1778-1866), Secretary of State for the Colonies.
ll See Richard Owen, 'Remarks on thephysiology ofthe Marsupilia, being a reply to thecommunication
addressed by M. cosTEtothe FrenchAcademy ofSciences, entitled, "Memoireenreponse alalettrede M. R.
Owen"', Mag. nat. Hist., 1838, 2: 407-12.
24th November, 1838
68 Torrington Square
My dear Thomson,
I wasmuch gratified with your letter - What an happiness you have, overme, that
you have some one to encourage you through your anxieties and struggles and make
your fireside doubly happy when the week's labours are ended. You tell me to do the
same, but I am now so little in the way oflooking out that I despair ofemancipating
myselffrom the regular London University College batchelor stupid sort oflife I have
got into; I feel therefore gratified when a friend like you in a spirit ofcommiseration
offer a hint for my guidance- I suspect however I am too old to be a suitable
companion to your young friends.
I am of course delighted to hear of your class - I wished to keep down your
expectations to a dozen though I believed you might have twenty, but I assure you I
never expected you would have more to begin with. I therefore regard your success as
signalthe more so as theclassis nearly new, indeed entirely so, there being none ofmy
students but Mr. Hindlel who perhaps you have this term discovered is a verydiligent
and attentive person. The first year you will recollect I had 21, I think.
Nowthatalluncertainty andanxiety is removed as to theencouragement youmight
meet with, I will take the liberty of giving you a hint. You remember a tall gawky
looking lad Davidson2 (from Arbroath) who attended your lectures as well as
mine - he was here lately - much improved - and I found on conversing a little with
him that his remarks on the Edin. lecturers were really very shrewd, and from what I
knew they seemed to me to represent pretty much the opinions of the average of
country students who resort to Edinburgh, when their notions have been somewhat
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corrected by experience. Nay I must add that you would have been astonished to hear
so much sound sense come out ofMrDavidson's mouth - Now he told me that your
lectures (I mean your former lectures) were very excellent as regards the information
theycontained, buthe said yourdeliverywantedforce. I have no doubtthatthreeyears
more added to your life and the experience ofthe world as you have enjoyed it, must
have supplied in a great measure what was frankly deficient; but notwithstanding all
this, take the hint which I now offer you. I have heardnothingofyourstyle since your
reappearance, but within the limits of good taste you cannot be too forcible or
impressive in manner and delivery. With great respect for Mrs. Siddons3 I suspect she
devoted her efforts rather to give clearness and elegance to her pupils' style of
delivery - Jones4 here used to abuse me if I was not forcible - he used to say "Oh!
that is all nice and clear & so on, but you must remember that you must calculate on
having to deal with careless auditors as well as attentive, and you must endeavour to
commandattention!!["] YourememberCharlie Bell'sremarkthatyourmannerwas too
confidential. Davidson added ofhis own accord what was very agreeable to hear, that
all my students weredelighted by your superintendence in thedissecting room; this is a
Hauptsache. Let your manner be cheerful, good natured, never ironical, and in all
important things serious and impressive. Don't get impatient with stupidlads, many a
boy who annoys you by his apparent stupidity this year may delight you by his
proficiency the next. Keep all the lounging and gossiping friends out ofthe Dissecting
Room. And last ofall dont be too anxious and distress yourself- you are assuredof
success, take care of your health.
When I look back I freely feel the truth ofAndrew'sremark, and I amconscious that
I often ventedmyfeelingsofimpatience ordisappointment onpoorAndrew. Youmay
tell him that Iwassorry for it atthetimeandthat I have notceased to feelcompunction
for it yet.
We tried an experiment here with acetate of albumin as an antiseptic, injecting 2
bodieswithit, butthe result was notverysatisfactory, themuscleswererenderedfriable
and much discoloured - Ifarsenic were quite safe for the dissector it would answer
admirably - We had a bodyinjected with a solution ofoxide ofarsenicinwater(mere
water) prepared by long boiling, and the antisepticeffect wascomplete. Thegentlemen
whodissected itmade nocomplaint, but I finddoubtsareentertainedhowfaritisquite
safe - For your class subjects & many ofyour larger wet preparations in tubs, I am
convinced it would answer admirably. [T]here is no deposit from it with the
albuminous matter ofthe body aswithcorrosive sublimate, the knives are not stained,
nor is the colour ofthe textures materially impaired, not near so much as by spirits. I
will add thereceipt when I return from thecollege. We have not finished the directions
for dissection but they are not forgotten.
Would you make Andrew get for me a lot of sheep's uteri and can some of your
young men search them for foetuses - I mean of course early ones - We have got
difficulty here and I shall be in want ofsome - Talking ofsheep I rather anticipated
thattheApostle's5classwouldcomedown alittlethiswinter, thechosenfewwill bestill
fewer and more scriptural next year. I am much amused by "Dr Handyside's case of
suicide"'[.]6"PeterMartyr" or"PeterPoundtext" - I neverhadanygrudgeathim but I
certainlydo notdisguisemydissatisfaction at some ofthe Balsamsingerswho took up
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his cause when he first started. My class here is quite big enough to satisfy me. I have
signed my 360th ticket and we generally have a sprinkling more at the new year or
beforetheendofthesession. Iwasinalarmbecausefirst 50additionalseatswereadded
last winter and this summer in consequence ofan additional alteration 40 more were
obtained though the addition was not courted by me. I feared naturally that with 90
new seats the room would look scarcely filled but it looks very respectable
notwithstanding.
Say to MrWood7 that I am obliged to him for his attention to the tripartite treaty,8
orthe result atleast ofthe triple alliance. On thewholeit isgood though in one or two
minor points I would differ - I would be against holding out repeatedattendance on
lectures as one ofthe grounds ofsuperiority in the education ofthe M.D. Extended
education if you like, but I would not proclaim that frequent repetition of the same
course, unless it be a clinical or a manipulating one, is likely to make one man much
wiser that another who has diligently attended once.
I am against exacting more than one course on any subject - Supposing however
they do why lend themselves to the deception ofsubstituting military surgery for the
ordinarycourses. Mil. Surg. eitheristhesameascommonsurgeryoritisdifferent[.J[Ilf
the samewhy a separate course? ifdifferentwhy substitute it - It is aclasswhich civil
licensing boards should have nothing to do with. The Medical Boards ofthe Army or
Navymaydemanditwithproprietyorratheracourseoflectureson thedutiespeculiar
to Military & Naval medical officers - but for others to admit it as equivalent to a
second course ofsurgery (unless in my view ofleaving a second attendance entirely to
thejudgement ofthestudentorhisadvisers) isridiculous. Thereasonoftheproceeding
is howeverquite plain to me - it began by adjustments, arrangements, bargainings for
support &c &c in the College ofSurgeons, and having adopted it then it must now be
carried through. The Three Bodies should have availed themselves of their new
arrangement tothrowitout. IdontblameSirGeorge,9whoinarrangingtheUniversity
Curriculum behaved very disinterestedly in regard to his own course, but the over
complaisance ofhisfriends - Imustaddhoweverthatitgivesmesincerepleasurenay
more than I can express to remark the spirit in which the propositions have been
conceived. So fair so free from selfishness, the act so conformable to the proposed
intention I mean the improvement ofeducation - What acontrast to the spiritwhich
motivates the majority ofthe members ofthe old medical corporations in this quarter
and in Ireland. The Edin. College of Surgeons has shown itself worthy of its high
reputation for integrity and enlightened zeal for educational improvement.
Having spread over nearly another sheet of paper I conclude by subjoining the
receipt Ihavealludedto -nowwithbestregardstoyourwifeandto Drand MrsW' in
whose anxiety respecting their little girl I sincerely sympathize, though I trust that by
this time her recovery is advancing - I ever am My dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Take Halfa pound avoirdupois ofwhite arsenic grind it and boil it with five pounds
and a half of water for two or three hours, adding to make up for evaporation if
necessary.
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Inject the clear liquor by the Aorta-
Receipt for Cold Injection
Take
Dryers (apreparation ofwhite lead and oil known by that name in thepaint shops)
three quarters of a pound
Red Lead half a pound
Turpentine Varnish a pint (English) and a half
Boiled oil about a Pint
Grind thered lead on a stonewith a little oftheoil, not so much as tomake the mass
very thin otherwise the grinding is difficult.
Add the turpentine varnish to the ground red lead on the stone and mix.
Mixthedryers withenough ofthe oil to reduceit totheconsistence ofcream. Add it
tothemixtureoftheredleadandvarnishandstiralltogetherwith aknife orstick then
inject immediately.
The quantity of oil to be used depends on the rapidity with which you wish the
injection to harden -we generally use as much as makes the mass (when all the
ingredients are mixed) about theconsistence ofthick cream ormustard. In this stateit
usually acts in a quarter ofan hour & runs perfectly - ifyou add more oil you may
delay the setting for one or two hours, but though thin it will not fail to set. For the
dissecting room it needs the addition ofred colour the red lead being quite sufficient.
' Possibly Richard Hindle, who matriculated as a medical student in Edinburgh for the 1835-6 session.
2 Possibly Patrick Davidson (d. 1852), who graduated MD at Edinburgh in 1836.
3 Sarah Siddons (1755-1831), actress.
4Presumably Thomas Wharton Jones: see note 9.4 above.
5 I.e. Alexander Monro III: see note 2.12 above.
6p. D. Handyside, 'Account ofa remarkable case ofsuicide, with observations on the fatal issue ofthe
rapid introduction ofairin largequantity into thecirculation during surgical operations', Edinb. med. surg.
j., 1838, 49: 209-21.
7 Alexander Wood (1817-84), Edinburgh physician and lecturer on Practice ofPhysic in the extramural
school.
8 These remarks seem to refer to ajoint statement on theeducation ofmedical practitioners issued by the
Royal Colleges and Medical Faculty in Edinburgh in October 1838. See: 'Propositions relative to the
education and privileges ofgraduates in medicine and medical practitioners, agreed on by the medical and
surgical professors in the University, the Royal CollegeofPhysicians, and the Royal CollegeofSurgeonsof
Edinburgh', Edinb. med. surg. J., 1839, 51: 262-7.
9 George Ballingall (1780-1855), Professor of Military Surgery at Edinburgh University.
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London, 16th Feb. 1839
My dear Thomson,
I send you down a package the chiefpart ofwhich is for your Brother William and
one or two little things of your own.
Your letters arealways welcome & and the larger the better - I have before me the
one ofthe23dDec. to which I have long been minded to write an immediate reply but
various occurrences have withdrawn me from it. The egotistical part ofyour letter as
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you express it is precisely what interests me the most - and I do assure you my dear
Thomson that your great success this winter has afforded me many very happy
moments when I have thought on it. My remarks in my last were well meant and I
rejoice to think that as I expected they have been well received - but from all I have
learnt I am inclined to think they were unnecessary tho' as perhaps serving to confirm
you they might not have been superfluous.
Monat [?] who is man ofjudgement and taste as to manner at least whatever he may
know ofthe matter ofa lecture has given me a most favorable report ofa lecturewhich
he heard ofyours - the more favorable in my opinion as it isjudicious and he speaks
specifically - Dont let yourself flag at the end ofthe session. You amuse me by your
account of your distressing mistakes. I mean distressing to yourself- be assured they
are ofno consequence - But you astonish meby yourdiligence - in themidstofa first
course with all its anxieties and needful preparations and with all the trouble and
fatigue and necessary occupation ofthe dissecting room - I say you astonish me that
in such circumstances you have been able to do what you have done Ligaments -
viscera -preparations of teeth -drawings, new contrivances &c. &c. it is scarcely
credible. Many thanks for the young lamb, it is small ones that I want - pray procure
several stout bottles and pack them with wadding and spirit - not too many in each
bottle - make Andrew keep my account.
Among the drawings you took with you there were some for which you or your
father had aspecialregard some ofthose ofDr. Gordon's' and which I understoodyou
were to retain - but so soon as you can spare the others I would be obliged to you to
send them as I am hastening towards that part of my course and I fear I shall be
destitute - I shall get those ofReil's ofthe Brain2 done here anew so you need not send
them, nor the base ofthe brain from Gall's3views, norVicqd'Azyrs4 - indeed noneof
those ofthe brain.
Have you any observations on the formation ofthe Amnios in the human ovum? I
see these Frenchmen have gone back to Pockel's view (chiefly Ibelin) - because they
have seen a sac within the chorion & without any embryo - which they think must be
the amnios into which no embryo haspassed.5 The interior sac in such abortion ova
may be theenlargedvesiculaumbilicilismayit not?The best ofthejoke is that Breschet
& Serres6 are disputing between themselves about the priority ofwhat in truth belong
to Pockel if there is any merit in it. They must be mistaken say I.
I send you down an article by Henle7 which will interest your Father - I do not
know the author of the article Magnetism in the review.8 Baly has out another part9
which I shall enquire after tomorrow and ifpossible send in the parcel - (I find it has
been sent you [by?] Mrs Maclachlan)
You will see we have done with magnetism at the sacrifice of Elliotson'0 - It is a
blessed thing for any body is better than he had latterly made himself - In many
respects he was in my opinion all along an objectionable person - but he was a good
teacher and a man ofnote -enjoying a large reputation in the country and as such
useful. [B]ut after his absurdities of the magnetism & the scandalous proceedings
carried on byhim in theHospital hecould beregarded asnothing betterthan a broken
pitcher which could no longer hold in or be of use to any body - You would hear of
our emetic?'l it was not so great as some people represent it, and the second night all
was quiet -perfectly so and has been ever since.
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What is this University Club?12 Let me know about it because I have had a letter
fromMrJamesMacaulay'3 advertisingit, andifitisnotcalculated tointerferewiththe
existing societies, ifthey do not intend having a library orevening meetings to discuss
papers - I think itwould be stiffto withold mysubscription. Theonly think makesme
doubt is that Peter Pompous [i.e., Handyside] presided over theirconstituent meeting,
and it occurred to me that most probably the promoters ofit were ofthe same stuff.
I had a letter some time ago from Mr Slater the sculptor wishing to know my
directions respecting that famous production my bustwhich is still on hispremises, 50
George Street - be so kind will you as look afterit; make him pack it up and send it to
my sister Mrs Colvill Arbroath, and might I begofyou to pay theexpenses ofpacking
and carriage - there is no hurry with this indeed it would be better to defer it for a
couple ofweeks, as I shall be writing to Arbroath before then.
With this there are somecopies ofan Introd. Lecture by Dr. Leighton,'4 a friend of
mine -&thoughsqmeoftheviewsdefendedinitappeartomeheterodoxnevertheless
the spirit ofit and general tone is altogether commendable -especially as emanating
from a London teacher.
23d Febr
I was late with my parcel - I send yourfather a little work by Dr. Gluge'5 which may
entertain him - I happen to have another copy which the Author sent me (from
Brussels where I believe he is professor) so the Dr may add it to his library -
I return to you also some of your own books which I have kept too long.
You will find thepiece ofstomach youwished for, also a very putrid bit which I put
aside for you as showing the true Brunners glands ofthe Duodenum but I fear it has
suffered so much as to be now nearly useless -
IhadaletterfromSyme'6sincethisletterwascomposed, hesaysyouhaveafairclass
and an excellent reputation giving great satisfaction to the students. He adds that you
are sure of Glasgow - that he had been there lately and that your appointment was
considered asettled - and asfaras I gatherfrom thecontentadesirablething - I know
there are loudcomplaints byJeffray's'7 colleagues at the great detriment the school is
suffering by his inefficiency -
Witheverygoodwishbelievemeevermy
dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
I send you a model in wax ofa diseased bone (exfolient) we have one already in the
museum & I have no use for more.
I.e.,JohnGordon(1786-1820), privateanatomy lecturerin Edinburgh from 1808 to 1818andauthorof
works on the structure of the brain.
2 Probably a reference to: Johann Christian Reil, 'Fragmente uber die Bildung des kleinen Gehirns im
Menschen', Arch. Physiol., 1807-8, 8: 1-58.
3 Franz-Joseph Gall, Sur les fonctions du cerveau et sur celles de chacune de ses parties, avec des
observationssurlapossibilite dereconnaitre les instincts, lespenchans, les talens, oulesdispositionsmoraleset
intellectuelles des hommes et des animaux, par la configuration de leur cerveau et du leur tete, 6 vols., Paris,
J.-B. Bailliere, 1825.
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4 Felix Vicq d'Azyr, Planches pour le traite de lanatomie du cerveau, new ed., Paris, Louis Duprat-
Duverger, 1813.
5 See: [? Pockel, 'NeueBeitragezurEntwickelungsgeschichte desmenschlichen Embryo', Isis, 1825,cols.
1342-50; Gilbert Breschet, 'Remarques sur la communication faite par M. SERRES concernant le
developpement de l'amnios chez l'homme, C.r. hebd. Seanc. Acad. Sci., Paris, 1838, 7: 1031-8; E.-R.-A.
Serres, 'Observations sur le developpement de l'amnios chez l'homme', ibid., pp. 996-1000.
6 Gilbert Breschet (1783-1845), French anatomist; Antoine-Etienne-Reynaud-Augustin Serres (1786-
1868), French comparative anatomist and embryologist.
7 Friedrich Gustav Jacob Henle (1809-85), German anatomist and pathologist.
8 [Anon., Review ofA. Mesmer, Memoire sur la decouverte du magnetisme animal], Br.for. med. Rev.,
1839, 7: 301-52.
9 I.e., Baly's translation ofJohannes Muller's Elementsofphysiology, op.cit., note7.11 above,published
in 2 volumes by Taylor and Walton (London) in 1843.
10John Elliotson (1791-1868), from 1831 Professor of the Practice of Medicine at University College
London. Heresignedin 1838 afterdifferenceswith hiscolleaguesoverhisuseofmesmerism in thetreatment
ofRatients at University College Hospital.
Probablyareference tothestrategyemployed bytheHospital's MedicalCommittee toforceElliotson's
resignation. It ordered him to discharge Elizabeth Okey, one ofhis patients, who allegedly displayed the
mesmericgiftofprophecy. Thiswascoupledwitharequest that Elliotsonceasetoemploymesmerism onthe
wards. On receiving these instructions, Elliotson resigned.
12I.e., the Edinburgh University Club, founded by Edward Forbes and others in 1839.
3 James Macaulay (1817-1902) studied medicine in Edinburgh, but laterturned to literature as a career.
14 Frederick S. Leighton, On the objects and mutual relations of the medical sciences: an introductory
address delivered at the Middlesex Hospital School ofMedicine, London, H. Renshaw, 1838.
15 Possibly, Gottlieb Gluge, Observationes nonnullae microscopicae fila (quae primativa dicunt) in
inflammatione spectantes. Dissertatio inauguralis pathologico-anatomica, Berlin, Nietach, 1835.
16JamesSyme(1799-1870), ProfessorofClinical SurgeryatEdinburghsince 1833. Hebecameacquainted
with Sharpey while both were students in Paris in the 1820s.
17James Jeffray (1759-1848), Professor of Anatomy at Glasgow from 1790 to his death.
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[Thomson to Sharpey, undated fragment, presumably February 1839; see the letter
above.]
me as I daresay it will be to you a sufficient proofofthe erroneous nature ofPockel's
view aswell as ofall french andenglish "Mechanics"' Costehascommitted himselfin
this first volume beautifully on the matter & the best ofit is I shewed him the error on
his own specimens, after which he spoke so that you would have thought mine had
beenhisopinionallalongandthathehadneverparticipatedinthatofPockel. Theyare
a set ofvillains.
I think I toldyouthat I foundthespinalcord open in Reids2specimenswhappeared
to be 14 or 15 days old -Cumins3 specimen presented only the primitive folds and
groove -
I am glad that Elliotsons row is over you must have been in a state ofprodigious
excitementtoutterthatdefianceofallthedastardlycowardssneakingincornerswhich
the newspapers give. Who is likely to succeed?
Simpson has met with more success than ever attended any midwifery teacher or
practitioner in Edinb. but heexertshimselftoo much & has too many irons in the fire.
Inoculating chancres here, proving the truth of magnetism, then disproving it in
another quarter &c &c &c.
We are going to have a monthlyjournal here in which a dozen ofus haveembarked
for next session. Medical records in the line of the Lancet but all scientific. J. A.
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Robertson,4 Simpson, Henderson,5 Balfour,6 Duncan Seller7 & myself with others.
John Reid and I having the Anatomy and Physiology department.
BythebyetheLizarsaretoleaveArgyleSquarenextseasonandgodown toNo. 1 in
Surgeons Square which has been bought by an Aunt & is to be remodelled. This of
course throws the great school into consternation. Robertson I suppose will do the
SurgerytherebuttheyareatalossforAnatomy. HehasbeentryingI thinktopersuade
Reid to start there in Anatomy but Reid I suspectdeclined. Reid would fainjoin with
me and in fact the principal obstruction is the regulation of the College about two
subjects by the same teacher. I have not seen him to speak to him, but I think we shall
make some sort of arrangement together which would strengthen both of us
considerably.
The University Club I know little about. They are only I believe to havejournals &
newspapers & a reading room. I do not hear ofmemoirs to be read or discussions. I
think you may subscribe. I have never been applied to.
I should like to consult you about a great many Anatomical points as I used to do
whenweweretogether, buttheyaresonumerous IfearImustleaveallthistillIhavean
opportunity ofconversing with you. There is one however I must ask you to
l See note 9.2 above. These embryologists were "mechanics" because they maintained that the amnion
was produced by a process ofendosmosis.
2 Possibly Henry Reid (d. 1868), President of the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh in 1842.
3 Possibly Joseph Edward Cummins, who graduated MD in Edinburgh in 1837.
4John Argyll Robertson (1800-55), private lecturer on surgery in Edinburgh.
s William Henderson (1810-72), Physician to the Fever Hospital and Pathologist to the Edinburgh Royal
Infirmary.
6 John Hutton Balfour(1808-84)graduated MDinEdinburgh in 1833. Hefounded the Botanical Society
of Edinburgh in 1833.
7 Perhaps a mistake for William Seller, who graduated MD Edinburgh in 1821. He was Physician to the
Royal Public Dispensary and Extra-Physician to the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary.
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London gth March 1839
My dear Thomson
I now write you confidentially I mean only for yourself and immediate friends,
because unless perchance called upon by yourself or others I dont wish to be
understood to interfere in the matter to which this letter refers - The thingmay after
all besuperfluous for it is many chances to one that you are far better informed than I
am on the subject ofJeffray's Chair.'
I havejustheardofhisseriousillness -fromwhichitissaidhewillnotrecover, and I
writetoputyouonyourguardagainstanticipation, becauseI knowthatinterestisnow
making for Dr. Mackenzie2 as a successor. Application was made to Sir JamesClark3
tointerest himselfforMackenzie,and I amextremelyglad to saythat hetold theparty
applying, that he had reason to think the chair would likely be conferred on another
person whom he considered as deserving of it, and in the circumstances he thought
Mackenzie's application would be useless; moreover that seeingwhat his own opinion
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washecouldnotthinkofinterfering onDr. M'saccount. Thepersonhemeant aslikely
to get the appointment and so well qualified for it was yourself.
Now this may turn out to be "Piper's news" that is that you know it already, but I
will put you to the expense ofa postage because I think it important ifin the event of
Jeffray's death you should be required by Lord John4 to give a reference, that you
should be aware ofSir James's sentiments respecting your fitness, for he would be a
very proper referee
I hope my present arrived without accident - Pray dont forget to send me the
drawings of the Ear.
Give my best regards to all your household especially Mrs. Allen - and I say I
anticipate thepleasure ofsoon paying her avisitin an old fashioned domicile notvery
distant from a certain very shabby street in the City of Glasgow.
Let me put in a word for Andrew.
WishingJeffrayamostcomfortable transition toabetterplaceandin themeantime
your own advancement to a very good one. believe me my dr Thomson
very truly yours
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
1 I.e., the Chair of Anatomy at Glasgow University.
2 William MacKenzie (1791-1868), Professor of Surgery at the Andersonian College in Glasgow from
1819.
3 James Clark (1788-1870), Physician-in-Ordinary to the Queen.
4 Lord John Russell (1792-1878), the Home Secretary, had been a student in Edinburgh where he moved
in the same Whig circles as John Thomson.
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68 Torrington Square, London
4th Decr 1839
My dear Thomson,
I wasdelighted tohearfromyou, andtofindthataltho'forthepresentthingsarenot
soflatteringastheymighthavebeenyetyouare true toyourPhilosophy andmeetallin
a proper spirit. Your school is not singular. There is a defalcation in London this year
andwebearourshareoftheloss, no better Idaresayfromthecrisiswepassedthrough
last winter by the circumstances preceding & accompanying Elliotsons secession.
Diminishednumbersofnewentrantsintheprofessionwhichisnowbeginningtotellon
the number ofstudents, the pecuniary pressure in trading and manufacturing districts
fromwhichwereceivea largeproportion ofstudents, theadvantagessuchshortnessof
money gives to Provincial schools established chiefly in those very districts and
encouragedtoaninjudiciousextentbymostoftheExaminingBoards - allthesethings
combine to hurt us at present but things will get better again - So you must not be
disappointed. The Aberdeen folks will not persevere in passing the door ofwhat will
before next year be proved to be the better shop, at least transcendentally the best in
Anatomy & Physiology, so you will have it all your own way.
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I think you had better follow Mr. Bannerman's2 advice and dispose of your
collection -wherever else you are likely to go there are collections already, and one
thing is clear that when a public collection may be made I would advise no-one to
collect one orcontinuecollecting for himself. I restrictmyselfto Embryology in order
to have something to show as my own, but it is folly to attempt a general anatomical
collectionforoneself. Ishouldhavedifficultyinadvisingyouastothepricetoaskforit
unless you send me a catalogue of the preparations. I should have great delight in
seeing some old friends my own handiwork occupying a distinguished place.
Talking ofEmbryology - I don't believe Todd can be in anyhurryforyourarticle,
butIamverysorryitisnotreadyforprintingandseparatepublication, forIwouldnot
liketheedgetobetakenoffitbyMuller'sChapterinhisPhysiology -thatwillnotbein
the next part however it is not yet out in German even -the next part will contain
generation and a rigmarole about the mental faculties which he had better left out as
forming a separate science. But Willis has translated Wagner's little volume3 and I
understand that Todd having done a little ofit willfather it all, so that it will appear
with the Priest's arms (Kings College) upon the title page.
Asthetimeofpostapproaches I amobliged toclosemyletter - butnowthatwecan
communicate for4d I will again soon write -indeed one ofthe consequences ofcheap
postage will be that we will write shorter letters and more of them -
With sincere regards to Mrs Thomson I am My dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Thomson had in October 1839 been appointed Professor of Anatomy in the Marischal College,
Aberdeen.
2Possibly John Bannerman, mediciner of King's College, Aberdeen.
3 I.e., Robert Willis's translation ofRudolph Wagner, Elements ofphysiology,for the useofstudents, and
with particular reference to the wants ofpractitioners, London, Sherwood, Gilbert, & Piper, 1841.
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68 Torrington Square, London
28th November 1841
My dear Thomson,
I write you hastily to say how delighted I am to hear ofyour signal success - it is
indeed most important for you as regards both the present & the future.
Yourpresent has arrived safe - the Embryos are beautiful - and I begyou to accept
my best thanks for the gift -and to confer an additional favor by replying to a few
questions -viz. -
What is the liquid used? is it Spirit or Goadby's Saline fluid (ofwhich I have the
recipe)? for what preparations is each best suited? How do you deal with the liquid in
closingyourpreparation?Doyousmeartheedgesofthelidwiththecementpreviously
toputtingiton, ordoyouputthelidonclean -drytheedges,orallowthemtodry,and
then apply the cement outside?
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I see clearly the way ofbuilding up the sides -with slips ofglass - your new plan of
square tubingwould becapital, but I mean to try how it would do to drill large round
openings on them, in a piece ofplate glass, which will suit a square top and have the
advantage ofperfectly level and smooth surfaces forjoining [drawing here, see figure
1] - My Brother Alexanderl who is here and has learned to make lenses (from Mr
Potter2 ournewProfessorofNat'Philosophywhoisathoroughworkingman)tellsme
hethinks hecaneasily boretheglassprovided hehasalargeenoughdrill; itisacurious
fact that when wetted with Turpentine holding Camphor in solution glass works as
readily as brass.
I find Plate glass cuttings can be had here of the Looking Glass Makers, of any
thickness within reasonable limits, at the rate of nine pence a pound. I will try to
procure for you some thingroundglass forcoveringminuter objects which can now be
had here in broad pieces and not dear.
Doyoufirsthardenyourpreparationsin Strongspirittomakeitkeepitsform - how
do you display it - I wish we could find something better than wax for pinning out
upon - for strong spirit almost always dissolves a part ofit & occasions a white turbid
deposit.
Our school is greatly better this year in New Entries which have kept up our entire
number rather above what it was last year tho' we lose the benefit this year ofmost of
the old students of the time preceding 1839 which was the year we began to suffer a
reduction in new entries - Indeed I had not expected to maintain our whole number
equal to last year, but I am glad to say it has turned out otherwise -
With regards to Mrs Allen and the rest ofthe family believe me my dear Thomson
Most sincerely yours
W Sharpey
I.e., Alexander Arrott, Sharpey's half-brother.
2 Richard Potter (1799-1886), Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy at University College
London from 1841 to 1843, when he moved to Canada.
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68 Torrington Square London
27th June 1842
My dear Thomson
I am much obliged to you for the trouble you take concerning my preparation
glasses.
I am quite aware that I ordered 30 dozen and am not frightened at the expense of
"bottomry". Moreover I thank you for the suggestion as to the sizes ofbottom plates
which I would prefer to have ofthe measurement you recommend - and accordingly I
shall return you the sketch lest you may not have kept a note ofthem. I see you are in
doubtwhetherI meant thefirst4dozenof3/4 inchdiametertobe 1/6or 1/16ofaninch
in depth - I mean 1/6.
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I have heard from what I consider verygoodauthority that arrangements are about
to be made for Homes'l resignation and therefore I presumed it has been determined
on - InsucheventitisclearAlison's2 Chairwillbevacant, and I amsatisfied thatyou
not only have the best claim to it but will have the best chance ofit - I should think
fromwhat I haverepeatedlyheardexpressed on formertho' notverydistant occasions
that your appointment would meet with approbation from all the men in the
University; and wereyoujudiciously andtimeously to strikein youwould I thinkhave
scarcely an opponent - The great point will be to avoid being taken up, as the phrase
is, by a particular party, and I think from the way you stand with every body you are
likely to be the general favourite and have no occasion for party support. The
excitementofan Election in Edinburgh is, however, ready togive rise toindiscretion if
notinthecandidate atleastamonghisfriends (witness Miller's3 friends) fit toperil the
very best prospect - Midwifery, Surgery, - Pathology, Practice of Physic &
Physiology! - a few more changes & the College will have got a new Stock a new lock
and a new barrel. - Do nottake itamiss ifI entreat ofyou tocaution yourimmediate
or more active supporters to make no disparaging remark ofother candidates - not
that I have any special reason for doing so but being myself a looker on I take the
liberty ofoffering this hint solely fromwhat I havewitnessedinothercases&from the
possiblenature oftheobjections thatmayperhaps be raised against some oftheparties
whomay beyourcompetitors -J. Macfarlane4"ofthe Bridge" calledand left hiscard
a day or two ago - I wish I could see him.
With best regards to M'r T. & my friends at Morland - I am,
My dear Thomson
yours very sincerely
W Sharpey
After putting on the top do you let the edges dry completely before you use the
cement? - Ifindifyouwaittillthesurfacetobecoveredwithcementisquitedrythata
portion ofthe fluid between the contiguous surfaces or even within the cell is apt to
evaporate -
Ws
James Home (1758-1842), Professor of the Practice of Medicine in Edinburgh from 1821 to 1842. 2 William Pulteney Alison(1790-1859), Professor ofthe Institutes ofMedicine in Edinburgh since 1821;
he succeeded Home in the Practice Chair.
4 Presumably James Miller (1812-64), appointed Professor of Surgery in Edinburgh in 1842.
Possibly John Macfarlane (1796-1869), a surgeon at the Glasgow Royal Infirmary. The "Bridge" may
be a reference to one of a number oflocal villages.
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London 1oth Aug 1842
My dear Thomson
I fear you will think I have forgotten your letter, but it was only today that I made
out a call on Dr. Hodgkin.' The good little Quaker, it seems, declined giving Davy2 a
Testiml for the Pathology because he had previously given a strong one in favour of
Craigie3 butoffered Dr. D. his services in theevent ofhisapplyingforanotherchair, &
as the PhysiolY Chair was meant, he thinks were Davy to be acandidate & find he had
given you a testimonial Dr. Davy mightjustly complain ofthere being a different rule
applied to him & to you - From a letter howeverwhich Dr. H has recd from Dr. D. it
seemsunlikelythat Dr. Davywill apply forthe PhysiologyChairand ifDr. Hodgkin is
authoritatively informed ofDavy's determination not to offerhimselfhewill then give
you a fresh testimonial of the present date, and express in it what he at once and
unhesitatingly declared to me orally, namely, that he knew no one in the three
kingdoms betterqualified fortheappointment than Dr. AllenThomson, and hewould
also exert any private influence he might possess to further your object
Willis promised to alter his certificate and I forward you Liston's4 which he gave
reallywithgreatcordialityandwereyouonceinthefield I think Icouldgethim towrite
to some one ofthe Baillie Bodies with whom his opinion hasweight. Clift5 & Owen are
both outoftheway - soyouhad betterapplyto thembyletteryourself. - I return you
their documents.
Christison or Syme could have informed you 2 months ago that I had no intention
whatever ofapplying for the appointment, I can see no inducement unless to have a
smaller return to make for that rascally Tory Income Tax.
You say I must declare to you whether or not I would be a candidate for Monro's
Chair6 in case ofa vacancy - Now I think all you can reasonably expect is to know as
much ofmy sentiments as Iknow myself, and that I am most willing to tell, viz, that it
would alldepend oncircumstances - Edinburghmightcontinue todroplower, or the
Patrons7 might make arrangements which would be very onerous on Monro's
Successor - or on the other hand things might get wrong in London and tho' I do not
see any prospect of that, yet, as you will know, medical teaching is liable to such
reverses that no one can reckon securely on the permanent success of a school. It is
clear therefore that however convenient for myselfit would be to know what I should
do in the event of Monro resigning and however agreeable it might be to me and
consistent with the feelingofsincere friendship whichexists between us to inform you,
yet I cannot well be expected to make up my mind now when so much depends on
contingencies, though I repeat that given my mind made up you should immediately
know it and I conceive you would be entitled to know it. It is precisely one of those
cases onwhich I candecide nothing till the eventswhich would require me to act really
occur I am satisfied in the mean time that the Patrons are committing a great
blunder in taxing the new professors as they are about to do - Retiring allowances
must be provided but ifa strong effort were made some other source would be found,
the Reid orStraton Bequests ortheGovernmentperhaps. It is truetherewill beno lack
of excellent candidates for the Chairs that are not connected with practice, but the
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Patrons cannot reckon on getting at all times so good a man as Alison ready to their
handwhentheyhavesuchachairasthePracticeofPhysicktofillup - Asitis,Home's
demand of£150 beyond your father should not be listened to for a moment - he has
not the slightest claim to it.8
Dr. R.[?]Hamilton9calledtheothermorningonhisway totheContinent -thesame
mild, intelligent, gentlecreature healwayswas -butwhat anagreeablethingitwas for
metoseethathehadundergone some sortofresurrection(onemightcallit) asregards
his social & professional life. He is gone forth singing your praises.
IamnowinthethickofExamnatSomersetHouseandhopetobethroughearlynext
week. I would fain get down to Scotland in the remaining part ofAugust and hope to
make it out tho' I am wanted in London by the IS'Sep'. I hadengaged to superintend
certain portions ofa new Editn ofQuain's Anatyl but find it no easy task -the gen1
Anatomyrequirestobeentirelyrewrittenand Ihavehesitatedsolongonthethreshold
that I cannot with a good grace now taketheplay forany longtime. Taylor&Walton
are long suffering and most obliging, but for that very reason discretion in availing
myselfoftheirdisposition is required on mypart, and itispainful forme to think how
little Ihave accomplished- Still I think that a few days ofthe northern airwould put
meright -andevenwithaviewtothebetterattainment oftheobjectinquestionwould
I think prove advantageous.
I should first go to Forfarshire for two or three days -but I will write you again on
the matter.
I havemadea freshcopy ofthetestimonial I gave youwith a fewverbal differences,
some intentional, others unintended -read it over and if you have any further
alteration to suggest let me know and I will be most happy to adopt it.
With sincere regards & best love to yourself and all your household.
I am your devoted
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
l Thomas Hodgkin (1798-1866), Curator of the museum at and Pathologist to Guy's Hospital. 2 Presumably John Davy(1790-1868), physiologist and anatomist, theyoungerbrother ofSir Humphry
Davy.
3 David Craigie(1793-1866), Physician to the Royal InfirmaryofEdinburghandeditoroftheEdinburgh
Medical and Surgical Journal. He was the author ofseveral works on morbid and general anatomy.
4 Robert Liston(1794-1847), formerlyananatomyteacherin Edinburgh (with Syme)andSurgeontothe
Royal Infirmary. He was Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery at University College London from
1835.
5 William Clift (1775-1849), former apprentice to John Hunter and Conservator of the Hunterian
Museum at the Royal College ofSurgeons, London.
6 I.e., the Chair of Anatomy at Edinburgh.
7The Town Council of Edinburgh, which had the right to make appointments to University chairs. 8 Home was apparently demanding a larger pension from the University than John Thomson had
requested upon his retirement from the Pathology Chair in 1841. In the event, Home accepted £100 more
thanJohnThomsonreceived fromWilliam Henderson, thenewProfessorofPathology. AllenThomsonhad
apersonal interest in theseproceedings because hewasobliged to pay halfofHome's pension, whileAlison
supplied the remainder. See: Edinburgh University MSS, College Minutes, 1838-44, vol. 6, pp. 439-46,
Senate Meeting of 30 September 1842.
9 Possibly Robert Hamilton(1794-1868), whograduated MDin Edinburghin 1815andwasPresidentof
the Royal Medical Society in 1814.
10 I.e., J. Quain, Elements ofAnatomy, 5th ed., 2 vols., London, Taylor and Walton, 1843-8.
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London 13 Oct 1842
My dear Thomson
Excuse me for writing on this scrap of paper for there is none other within my
reach
Itisalmost too late tocongratulate you on yoursuccess but not too late to say that it
has given the greatest satisfaction to every one whom I have heard express themselves
on the subject.
I should have written sooner to say that so far I can order your tubes you must give
me the extreme breadth ofthe part ofyour eye piece which is to be introduced into the
tube - iftheyareasmyfrench ones youwill findthattheringwhich holdsthe field glass
orlargeglass oftheeyepieceisalittlewiderthan thepartimmediatelyabove, youmust
givemethediameterofthis. Mybrothersuggeststhataholecutinacardtothesizeand
sent in a letter would be the best measure -
I fear I cannot keep my promise of presenting you with an adjustment, for my
brother has expended much more work on them than I intended and has only made
three in all - they are made ofa stout circular mahogany base supported on three very
low knobs - two uprights about 9 inches high strongly morticed into the base - a cross
bar ofbrass piping from the top ofone upright to the other, a piece oftube ofabout 3
inches long fixed vertically thro' the middle of the transverse bar - a long tube
containing the glasses passed thro' the short tube & fitting with a sliding motion-
Stage consisting of a plate of sheet brass with a round hole in it, fixed across the
uprights about 3 1/2 inches from the bottom, it is shored (permanently) into a saw rut
in each upright which makes a very tight fitting - The mirrors are placed below and
finished in the usual way - Now I intended that the mirror should be a much more
simple affair - and that the cross bar which holds the fixed tube should be merely of
wood. My Brother says that the tube may be very firmly fixed into it by means of a
mixture of sealing wax & pounded brick melted on the Fire - I find the fitting will
answer very well for exhibition as intended, for you can by giving the tube a screwing
motionwithintheotherfindthefocuswith tolerableeaseand oncefounditisnot liable
to be deranged by the inspector - It will not be so well adapted to recommend to
students as a working microscope. For low eye pieces and opaque objectivity - like
most of your best preparations - it will answer admirably.
The wooden uprights are a little [drawing here, see figure 2] elastic and yield
somewhatwhen oneadjusts the instrument but it is by no means a shakey thing - once
thefocusisadjusted itis as firm as a rock - I think abroadbrassstagewith a hole in it
is better than any thing else, for when you lay a good big piece ofplate glass on it for
your object you can move it about almost as easily & firmly with your fingers as with
the screw stage - the stage may be made to project more behind so as not to cut off
light from the mirror -& being broad [?] it will hold a frog when you show the
circulation -
I haveorderedglassesforyou but have not yet received them - I will however send
youdown whatyoudesire from my own store in the mean time. Mr. Halley' who is to
be in Edin. this Winter will take them with him, he goes by the Steamer on Saturday.
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I will not forget themica tho' I dont exactly knowwhere to get itperfectly good - I
shall find another opportunity for the tubes I have no doubt, tho we can ill spare you
any of our students.
Theclasseshaveopenedhere, and I mustdecidedlysaywe shallhaveashort-coming
in new students, according to present appearances I take it that in our School we shall
have aboutafifthdeficiency on thenumbers oflastyear- thisapplies to newstudents,
theoldwillbecertainlynotlessinN°thanbefore, butunluckilythenewmenyouknow
are the Pabulum Vitae. From what I can learn ofother London Schools at least the
largeronessuchasGuys&Bartholomews Ibelievewehavereasontobethankful - our
relativepositionwill I suspectbebetterthanlastyear -butthatispoorconsolation for
theabsolute loss - Astothesmall Schoolsingeneral I hearofseveral thatarebadbad
Aldersgate nearlyknocked up -WebbStreethadbeenjustgivenupin thecourseofthe
Summer and S' Thomas's with all their flourish ofdrums and trumpets and with the
debris ofthe Webb Street2 whom they receive on like terms as former pupils oftheir
own, are likely to have scarcely more pupils than they have got ofLecturers - As to
KingsCollege, Damilltoldmetherewasanincreaseinwhattheycalltheirmatriculated
or regular Students whoenter to theircurriculum offouryears &wear the gown but a
shortcominginoccasionalStudents orsuch asdontentertoall theclasses - whatthis
means I dont know but I suspect they are not well off tho' I can easily conceive
that mere connexion may get the usual numbers together in a school so
inconsiderable - ThewholeisI think an indication that thereisadeficiency ofsupply
generally seeing that the large schools which are most dependent on the general influx
of Students are likely all to be sufferers - I sincerely hope it may be different with
Edinburgh tho' I fearthatthe samecausewill tellagainstyou - In themean time now
that the Session has gone on for near two weeks and we have a good grasp how things
will be I am perfectly reconciled to it and it is curious as I now write to feel as little
disappointed as last year- the consolation is that matters are not so bad as in
1839-40 -& that was a contrast with the capital campaign in 1838 - pejora
vidimus. -
I find the plate glass bottoms answer admirably - and really I believe the Gold size
and lamp black the best cement after all - I find that the air bubbles very generally
comefromthepreparationitselfespeciallyifputintospiritofdiff'strengthfromthatin
which it has previously been - Air also is apt to get in unless you lay on yourcement
round thecover before the spiritdriesup to thejoining ofthe lid and cut surface ofthe
tube - I believe however that Drake's thin glass (selected pieces I mean & tolerably
flat)would make the bestcovers, it is so yielding that the shrinking ofthe spirit would
do nomischief- I find that theglasscutters here usesand& not the [. ] ofdiamond
dust -it is a firm kind ofsand got near Croydon in Surrey that is chiefly used for the
purpose -
Withsincereregards to MrsThomson & bestwishes foryourselfboth generally and
especially in your approaching session - I am My dear Thomson
Yours affectionly
W Sharpey
IhavegivenaMrWilliams3 anintroduction toyou - heisnotlikelyhowevertoattend
physiology -hisobjectbeingtograduate&attend themorepractical subjects - Heis
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a little peculiar & odd but a very intelligent and most excellent man his father is Sir
Somebody Williams the late Mayor of Shrewsbury.
WS
P[lease] T[urn] O[ver]
You ask about thechange in the Inspectorship ofAnatomy - I really know nothing
further than this - that a Committee of the College of Surgeons consisting of
Stanley[,]4JamesArnott5 &South,6had been sittingduring the Summer on thesubject
of the Supply of bodies to the Anat. Schools & that they recommended (or rather
Stanleywhowastheirprimummovens) recommended achange ofmeasures -and this
I presume Sir J. Graham conceived to involve achange ofmen - This isallIknow, as
to Somerville'spartiality&c. &c. - itisall nonsenseandworsethannonsense, butSirJ.
Graham failing to unseat himthrough means ofthislateCommittee ofinquiry(I mean
the ordeal which Somerville had to pass through last winter), and being determined to
get rid ofhim & please Brodiejust thought he might do that by hook which he could
not do by crook, and so gave him his leave - I understand Christian & Wood were
written to[,] to recommend a person for Edinburgh (by Brodie? or thro' his
instrumentality nodoubt) and Mr. WoodverynaturallyrecommendedAndrew -who
(if he would cut one of his recurrent nerves) will do well enough.
W.S.
Alexander Halley (1824-75) graduated MD in Edinburgh in 1844. He practised in Leeds and later in
Harley Street, London.
2 The Webb Street private anatomy school was incorporated into St Thomas's Hospital in 1842 upon the
appointment ofits proprietor Richard Dugard Grainger as lecturer on general anatomy and physiology at
the hospital.
3I.e., Philip Henry Williams (1821-72), who graduated MD in Edinburgh in 1843 and later practised in
Worcester.
4 Edward Stanley (1793-1862), surgeon and lecturer in anatomy at St Bartholomew's Hospital. He was
elected a Life Member of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1842.
5James Moncrieff Arnott (1794-1885), surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital; see also note 44.1.
6John Flint South (1797-1882), surgeon and formerly lecturer on anatomy at St Thomas's Hospital. He
had been a member of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons since 1841.
London 4th May 1845
35 Gloucester Cresent
My dear Thomson,
Yourfriend MrAckland' faithfullydelivered hischargeon Fridayafternoon, butas
hewasabout to start forEdinburgh again thenextdayheremained with me littlemore
than a quarter of an hour-When he affords me the opportunity (which he has
promised to do) I will be most happy to afford him all the information and show him
any attention in my power; but I have told him that he is likely no where to meet with
useful advice as to teaching more readily than from yourself.
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Pray accept for yourselfand for Goodsir2 my best thanks for your kind present - I
havelookedoverthethingswith EllisandPotter3 andammuchpleasedwiththem. The
tuberculouslungisbothausefulandhandsome specimen - nottospeakoftheothersin
particular.
Perhaps too you will have the kindness to repair an omission ofwhich I have been
guilty towards Goodsir, and thank him in my name for the copy of his Researches4
which he has been so good as send to me - I have read through the greater part ofthe
book & with much pleasure -
Iexpected nootherreception forQuain'sPamphlet5 - Itmaybeopentothecharge
ofminor inaccuracies, but the real cause ofoffense in certain quarters is its truth. Of
course it is unpalatable to the oldFaculty who resisted pertinaciously for 15 years the
opinion ofalljudicious men without its pale in the matter ofpreliminary education,
and who admitted Midwifery & gen1 Pathology into the medical curriculum only on
compulsion. It may be abused too by some who now find it convenient to take part
with them, and who in my opinion confide more in their good intentions than past
experience warrants. Butreallyafteraninterchangeofletterswith Symeinwhich there
was some anger (on both sides I freely admit) I am not disposed to run any further
risk - Not a word is said in the pamphlet to disparage the instructions given in
Edinburgh and for the best of reasons, because the writer of it holds opinions
incompatible with any such disparagement; but that does not prevent Syme from
tellingmethatwefail tomakegood surgeons, and thatbecausewearenotaidedby the
influence ofourcharacter, - hecastsuptomea foolish stepofoneofmycolleagues in
presiding atameetingofstudents, asifthe Edinb. Facultyinvariably keptitsmembers
from indiscreet acts. This in answer to a letter in which I reiterated an opinion I have
never concealed viz that the Faculty were to blame for neglecting the preliminary
education oftheirgraduates, and inwhich I ventured tocriticize(toosharplyperhaps)
the proceedings of Dr. Christison6 as representative of the University to the
Government and writer in the Edinb. Review. - This for yourselfand intimates (not
forgossip). I have since written Syme again and in a cooler mood and I admit that my
first letter was all the stronger in consequence ofthe tone in which Syme had thought
proper to write to Mr. Quain and in consequence of a letter from Christison to
Tweedie7 which was read to me immediately before.
There is no hurry with the Embryo - send it when quite convenient and by a sure
hand - Koelliker8 from Zurich has been here some time and is now about to return
home, have you seen his memoirs on the development ofCephalopods?9
I ammost obliged to Goodsirforhis book but I am not sure ifit waswell advised to
republish all the papers it contains - He is an excellent observer and sound headed
man,buttooanxioustogainareputation asageneralizerinsciencetoopronetoaim at
establishing general propositions - the great aim no doubt ofall science but not to be
done rashly.
The consequence is that much will require to be unsaid. He is too fond also of
employing new phrases -and not careful to avoid mixing inference and even
assumptions with hisexpositions offacts. The paperofcentres ofnutritionio was well
as a passing contribution, but scarcely deserves its present place - That on the
structure&nutritionofbone"l isaltogetherwrong. - I havegreatdoubtstooasto the
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essay on Cystic Entozoa,12 and that on reproduction oflost limbs ofCrustacea.13 Of
coursethisis"privatissime" forthebookis thereand theaboveremarkscannowdono
good. Moreover I know no one likes criticism and I have a great esteem for
Goodsir. - With best regards to Mrs Allen & the household at Moreland Law
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
'Possibly Henry Wentworth Acland (1815-1900), who was a student in Edinburgh from 1843 to 1845.
Acland became Professor of Clinical Medicine at Oxford in 1851 and served on the General Medical
Council.
2 John Goodsir (1814-67), Curator ofthe Museum and Demonstrator in Anatomy at the Royal College
of Surgeons, Edinburgh. He was appointed Professor of Anatomy upon Monro's retirement in 1846.
3 GeorgeVinerEllisandJohn PhillipsPotter, Assistant DemonstratorsinAnatomyatUniversityCollege
London.
4 I.e., John Goodsir and Harry Duncan Spens Goodsir, Anatomical and pathological observations,
Edinburgh, Macphail, 1845.
5 RichardQuain, Observationson theeducationandexaminations.fordegreesinmedicine, asaffectedbythe
newMedicalBill, withremarkson theproposedLicensingBoards, theSocietyofApothecaries, theRegistration
ofMedical Practitioners and the constitution ofthe "Council ofHealth", London, John Murray, 1845.
6 See Edinb. med. surg. J., 1845, 63: 159.
7 Alexander Tweedie was at this time examiner at University College London.
8 Rudolf Albrecht von Kolliker (1817-1905), German histologist. He had held the post of Associate
Professor of Physiology and Comparative Anatomy at the University of Heidelberg since 1844. He had
previously been at Zurich.
9 Entwickelungsgeschichte der Cephalopoden, Zurich, Meyer and Zeller, 1844.
10'Centres of nutrition', in Goodsir and Goodsir, op. cit., note 22.4 above, pp. 1-3.
1 'The structure and economy of bone', ibid., pp. 64-7.
12 'Of the anatomy and development of the cystic entozoa', ibid., pp. 79-103.
3'The mode of reproduction of the lost parts in the crustacea', ibid., pp. 74-8.
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35 Gloucester Crescent, London
11th June 1845
My dear Thomson,
I do not knowwhetheryoumay have anyyoungmen ofmerit to recommend forthe
office ofConservator to Edinb. College of Surgeons; but let this be as it may I have
promised to write you to obtain a favorable consideration for the application of a
young man who was formerly a pupil with Mr. Hamlin Lee. He is an intelligent,
gentlemanly person, remarkably steady and industrious; and he has devoted himself
verymuchforsometimetocomparativeanatomyandpalaeontologyasassistantto Dr
Mantell.1 Heiswellacquaintedwiththeuseofthemicroscopeforhehasdevotedmuch
attention tothestudyoftheinfusoryanimalculesandotherminuteorganisms - I think
altogether you would be pleased with him.
I met Dr Patrick Newbigging2 ten days ago at your friend Mr Murray's he tells me
you have moved to Hope Street, which is not only a pleasant situation but convenient
for Morland. I hope all the inhabitants of both places are well - I heard from Dr
William [Thomson] the other day, about an edition of Wm Hunter's works
contemplated by the Sydenham Society. Talking ofWm Hunter reminds me (by force
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ofcontrast) ofDr Robert3 here and his uterine nerves4 - MrBeck5 has atlength sent
hispaperto the RoyalSociety, Brodie6presented it. Leewill bequite floored atleast in
every body's estimation but his own. John Reid was here a short time ago and saw
Beck's preparations -
The St. Andrews professors desire to give up the practice of granting Medical
Degrees, provided they can get a compensation. It's no use attempting to dragoon
them out ofitwhen a hundred pounds or two a yearwill buy them off- Reid speaks
very sensibly on this matter, but complains ofthe very unwarrantable statements put
forthintheEdinburgh Review,7withwhichhefoundSirJamesGrahamhadbeenmost
industriously stuffed. I cannot help still thinking that the accredited representative of
the University of Edinburgh should have informed himself better, if he could not
refrain from making attacks on other places.
DrWm Macdonald dinedwithmeonedaylastweek, I amsorryforhimpoorfellow.
He means to work in Canada at last, unless Sir Rob' Peel selects him as specially
qualified for a Professor in one of the new Irish Colleges.
With kind remembrances to Mrs Allen
believe me
My dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Gideon Algernon Mantell (1790-1852), physician and geologist, was resident in London after 1839. 2 Patrick Newbigging graduated MD in Edinburgh in 1834and became FRCSE in thesameyear. Hewas
physician to the John Watson's Institution.
3 I.e., Robert Lee (1793-1877) obstetrician and author of works on midwifery and gynaeocology.
4 On the nervousganglia ofthe uterus, London, R. and J. E. Taylor, 1841; reprinted from Phil. Trans. R.
Soc., 1841.
5Thomas Snow Beck, 'On the nerves ofthe uterus', ibid., 1846, pp. 213-35. Sharpey was accused by the
Lancetofcolludingwith Beck todemolish theviewsexpressedin Lee's 1841 communication. SeeTaylor, op.
cit., note 2 above (Introduction), pp. 244-5.
6 Benjamin Collins Brodie (1783-1862), Sergeant-Surgeon to the Queen and Surgeon to St George's
Hospital. He had been a Fellow of the Royal Society since 1810.
7 See [R. Christison], 'Medical reform', Edinb. Rev., 1845, 81: 235-72.
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London 29th Oct. 1845
My dear Thomson,
Manythanksforyourletterandforyourtakingtheblameofthelonginterruptionto
ourcorrespondence on yourself, but honestycompels me to say that the fault laywith
me. Yourcommission shall beexecuted the moment my brother Alexander, who is at
present in Manchester, arrives in London which will be in a day or two.
Our school has opened and in respect ofnewentries is the same as last year not one
aboveand I believenotmorebelow. Thisisnotsayingmuch, but fromwhat Ican learn
of the schools generally I believe we may be thankful.
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You congratulate me on the prospects of my general anatomy' - I wish I could
deserve your congratulation. The publishers are determined to bring out the first half
of the book in two or three days, but my contribution is barely begun - We have
adopted a different paging for the "general anatomy" and therewill be little more than
the preliminaries now published - viz the generalities in the vital and physical
properties and development ofthe textures and in the blood - so you must notjudge it
till it is all out, in fact the publication is hastened rather on account ofthe descriptive
anatomy ofthe bonesjoints and muscles to serve our students along with Ellis's book2
as a text book for the Session.
I could have offered a classification of the textures, but at present this is all guess
work. Classification is not needed in order to manage the subject as in the mutitude of
objects of Botany or Zoology, it can only be useful as showing the mutual relation of
the textures and really this is too uncertain - In my lectures I am in the habit ofgiving
a classification at the end when the relations can be made more intelligible.
The only excuse I can give for the preliminary account of the more frequently
occurring chemical compounds of the animal body - is simply convenience. It is
difficult to speak of "osmazone" and the varieties of "fat" etc. comfortably without
having explained what you mean; the only other alternative was to leave them out
altogether, and presuppose the knowledge; this I grant is the logical-philosophical view
to take but practically the case assumed a different aspect; and by freely employing the
smaller form of type on such occasions (for we have adopted a larger and smaller) I
think I have kept things in their due subordination which is a greater point in an
elementary treatise. To stop your mouth I shall cause a copy to be sent to you.
You once asked me about Martin Barry's spiral.3 Last summer [... .] he showed me
muscular fibres from the turtles [and] frogs heart which he called double spirals, they
had this appearance [see figure 3] which was obviously due to two rows ofdisks placed
a little slantingly - he then brought things like this [drawing here] but these seemed to
be threads ofcellular tissue - lastly he produced one or two specimens of his own &
one which he fished out among mine (of the growing fibre in the tad-pole), mine was
not very conclusive though he persisted in thinking so - his own I must freely confess
imposed on me; they had this look [drawing here] quite like an opened single spiral,
quite the aspect of a continuous thread, and obviously part of the muscle - the only
difficulty with me was, that only two or three of them could be found after all his
searching, and this ought to have put me on my guard, and moreover they appeared far
more distinct in his microscope than with mine, - but there they were & I could not see
any fallacy; it occurred to me therefore that the filaments might originally be a spiral
thread which got afterwards broken up into disks or rings as Mohl4 supposes to
happen in the formation ofannular ducts in vegetables - & that this might account for
their being only exceptional in their occurrence for without doubt the muscular
filaments generally werecomposed ofseries ofdisks orsegments. So Iwas deceivedand
I will never again give an opinion on specimens that I have not leisurely examined, at
home and by myself, repeatedly; that is, in doubtful cases. At length on looking at a
specimen ofpig's muscle in one ofPowells microscopes the following appeared - two
fibrillae or filaments lay close together [drawing here, see figure 4] when infocus they
appeared made up oflight and dark segments which alternated in position in the two
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fibrils, on slightly moving the object out of focus the segments of the two fibrils
coalesced and the two appeared as one thread coiled into a spiral or helix [drawing
here, see figure 5.]
I immediately requested the Quaker to submit his specimens to one ofPowells best
instruments, whichwedidinPowell'spresence, andtho' theresultwasnotsoclearasin
the instance stated, it sufficed to convince me that these two or three examples Barry
had found ofapparent spirals were really owing to the causejust mentioned. [drawing
here] [T]his was the sort ofthing, and then it was quite clear that there were twofibrils
present, which it is but fair to say, Barry had previously held to be the case. The
appearance is most deceptive when one fibril comes to lie somewhat over the other &
when you see the segments of the one through the interstices of the segments of the
other; the slanting direction greatly helping the illusion.
But since then my eyes have been a little opened to the quality of the Doctors
investigations - I had occasion for a particular object carefully to peruse his
extraordinary papers oncells in the Phil. trans. and to reperuse all his olderones on the
ovum.5 Theyarefull ofextravagances. I nevergavein tohisnotion ofthegeneration of
a filament in the bloodcorpuscle. The appearance hedescribed alwaysappeared to me
to be due to corrugation - And I must tell you a little anecdote, which at the time I
ratherchose to speak ofonly to friends as the poor Quaker was being worried by that
cankered little catWharton Jones and I thought there wasquiteenough to overwhelm
himwithoutmylendingahand. Thestorywasthis. Barryonedaybroughtadoerabbit
to the College to show me the wonderful spontaneous movement of the blood
corpuscles which he had discovered at a certain stage after the coitus, and which of
courseDr. Carpenter6 hadadduced asproofofan inherent vitalcontractility ofthe red
disks &c. &c. &c. Thebeastwas killed and opened and the Dr. carefullyscrapeda little
blood from the end ofthe fallopian tube and surface of the ovary, then displayed it
under his microscope (for he carried his famous Schilck in a blue camlet bag through
the streets) and desired me to look and wonder. I looked and sure enough there were
the globules dancing and behaving themselves in the most ridiculous way like the
fellows in a pantomime, indeed just as they are elaborately represented in their
differentphasesinthePhilosophicalTransactions. But Ihadnotlookedaminutewhen
I saw clearly the whole was owing to cilia - and indeed I could see the films ofciliated
epitheliumwith theciliamovingonthem, and itwasonlywheretheywereseen thatthe
blood disks were dancing. The epithelium was transparent & Barry could not see it or
thecilia - I called Marshall7 (the youngman of[the] H[unterian]. Museum) & he saw
them plainly enough, the Doctor was not charmed. I pointed out that where the field
wasquite freefromciliaandquitetransparent thecorpuscleswerequiet - Nosaysthe
Dr. I once myself thought it was an affair of cilia but I satisfied myself it was
otherwise - Depend on it says I you'll find the motion in any she rabbit you choose
whether she has had the benefit ofthemale ornot, but thereis a frog in the next room,
let us put some frog's blood on the same spot as the rabbit's blood and see what will
happen. The frog's blood corpuscles are mixed with the other on the field of the
microscope, and they are also kicked about like the others, though not so much
distorted anddisfigured, forthey arelarger andstiffer - The Doctordoes not seeitat
first, but atlastadmitsthattheyareserved in the sameway - andin theend he turns to
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Marshall and says, that ifhe was to be corrected he was very happy to be put right by
Dr. Sharpey - & there the matter ended; but I have heard it rumoured that the
phenomenon has since been shown by the Dr. or his adherents in the Borough,8 on the
original footing, and ifthis information be correct I infer he may have seen reason to
return to his published opinion again.
Whatstartledmewas, thatapersonwhohasbeensolongandsoexclusivelyworking
at minute inquiries, who is a draughtsman into the bargain; should not have seen the
ciliatedepithelium which to myeyewasstrikingly obvious at the very firstsight - But
I fearthatheis ledwrongbyan inordinatelyambitiousdesire to discover; heis a fearful
spectacle ofmorbid craving for scientific distinction, and while in other respects I like
the Quaker, you cannot conceive what a perfect loathing I now feel for that species of
vanity.
I hope thatthegood Doctordoes not knowit, but I fear I have been the first to put a
check on his papers in the Philosophical Transactions - He read a long memoir last
winter, almost wholly speculative - and founded on what I thought erroneous
observations, with a repetition ofor reference to his old errors. The committee ofthe
Society I supposewished towashtheirhandsofit, forthey sentit to me foran opinion;
I could not deny that there were some probableenough speculations in it, some which
accorded at least with facts observed by other inquirers; and amongst such a heap of
random shots as the Quakerfired it waspossible that somewould tell in the end; but I
could not recommend it for publication. Several statements in it indeed obviously
restedonamisinterpretation ofthethings seen. TheDoctorlearned thatthecommittee
(who adopted my report) declined to recommend it and withdrew his paper. This is
entre nous.
The little bit of examination duty Mr Naylor referred to, is that of comparative
anatomy forthe Assistant Surgeoncy in the E. India Co' service that is to beconferred
bycompetitionintheCollegenextsummer. TheCollegeistoopoortoaffordwhatthey
would deem a proper remuneration to a man like you, but ifyou would be willing to
comeandspend afewdayswithus, Ihavenodoubttheywillgetsomethingoverpaying
yourexpenses, besideshaving thepleasure oflaying us underan obligation to you - I
supposeyourarticleovumwontbeprinted tillthen,&ifso Ihaveanembryo - between
the one you described (of Reids) and the little one figured by Miller. The vertebral
canal has just closed but burst open again, or perhaps it has never been completely
closed -The amnios was entire but I opened it as well as the yolk sac.
[Drawing here, see figure 6]
I still intend giving some description ofit, but ifit cant be done sooner I believe I must
let you figure it in your articles - So ifyou come up I promise you it will make your
mouth water -
Butmyownmouthhaswateredeversince I received yourveryinterestingaccountof
yourbrotherWilliam'sexcavations - themoment I read yourletter I remembered that
Haller9 in the sketch he gives ofhis own life, mentions that when he was in London in
1727 Dr JaS Douglas'0 was very kind to him and offered to associate him in an
undertaking he himself was then engaged in namely a great work on the bones and
joints. Haller adds that he saw in Douglas's possession an immense number of
preparations ofbones sawed up in various directions,joints preserved in salt water &
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expresseshisregret thattheresultofDouglas's labours hadperished - Nodoubtyour
brother's very interesting discovery explains their fate -possibly [William] Hunter
has purchased them with others of Douglas's effects1 - One is reminded of the
famous resurrection of Eustachian's tubes, by Lancisi, after being buried thro' [a]
century and a half-
I did not reckon on so long a fit ofscribbling when I began - I hope you will be able
to read it
With best regards to Mrs Allen & all the rest I am
My dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
As you refer to theAlchemist12 I mayjust remark (tho' the thing is stale now) that the
London Chemists (I dont mean Graham) think he is cracked. He came up last winter
with aletterofintroductiontoDamillbegginghim toundertakeaninvestigation ofthe
doctrines; but he hovered about the class room for about a week & then presented
himself and it was observed that he seemed rather thankful than otherwise when
Damill excused himself from meddling with the affair - I wish Graham had not
meddled either, and had let the all sufficient wisdom of the thirty three [i.e., the
Edinburgh Town Council] bring about its legitimate effects.
I never heard of such infatuation as seems to have possessed otherwise sensible
people -Would notcommonsensehavetold them thathad therebeenanatom oftruth
in Brown's extraordinary results, theywould have been blazed abroad all over Europe
bynow?Did[Humphry] Davyneed togobeggingofchemiststoverifyhisdiscoveryof
thealkalinemetals? - Itis trueitmightbesaidthat Brownwasanobscureyoungman
& in a very different position from Davy, but he was backed by Christison and the
Royal SocietyofEdinburgh, thoughChristison seems tomenowtoshowsymptomsof
backing out - I dont find fault with a mistake. The best men will be occasionally
mistaken, it is the obstinate, conceited, self sufficient perseverence in it - and the
senseless outcry that Chemists wont attend to his discoveries and above all the stupid
obstinacy oftheTownCouncil;13 the only legitimate conclusion from thedisregard of
the alleged discoveries, is that they are not worth regarding - but I dont doubt that
trials have been made in most laboratories of Europe in [... .I of the sanction of the
Royal Society - buttrialswhichsoonshoweditwasunnecessary togofarther. - But I
am on dangerous ground, and I daresay Brown may not only be a clever but a very
good fellow tho' he deceived[?] my brother in his dread ofanticipation.
Ws
I.e., Sharpey's contribution to the fifth edition of Quain's Anatomy, op. cit., note 20.10 above.
2 George Viner Ellis, Demonstrations ofanatomy; being a guide to the knowledge ofthe human body by
dissection, London, Taylor and Walton, 1840.
3 Martin Barry(1802-55), oneofthe British pioneers in the use oftheachromatic microscope, lecturerin
physiologyat St Thomas's Hospital from 1843 to 1845. Barry published anarticle 'On fibre', Phil. Trans. R.
Soc., 1842, Pt. 1, pp. 89-135, which held that fibres were made up of spiral filaments.
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4 Hugo von Mohl (1805-72), German microscopist who did important research on the structure ofthe
vegetable cell.
5'Researches in embryology. First series', Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 1838, Pt. 1, pp. 301-41; 'Researches in
embryology. Second series', ibid., 1839, Pt. 1, pp. 307-80; 'Researches in embryology. Third series: a
contribution to thephysiologyofcells', ibid., 1840, Pt. 1, pp. 529-93; 'On thecorpusclesoftheblood', ibid.,
pp. 595-612; 'On the corpuscles ofthe blood-Part II', ibid., 1841, Pt. 1, pp. 201-68; 'On thecorpuscles of
the blood-Part III', ibid., Pt. 2, pp 217-68.
6 William Benjamin Carpenter(1813-85), ProfessorofForensic Medicine atUniversityCollege London
and author of numerous textbooks. A letter from Carpenter to Barry is printed in ibid., pp. 228-9.
7 John Marshall (1818-91), Demonstrator ofAnatomy at University College London.
8 I.e., the Borough Hospitals, Guy's and St Thomas's.
9 Albrecht von Haller (1708-77), Swiss anatomist and physiologist.
0James Douglas (1675-1742), London anatomist and man-midwife.
I The referent ofthese statements is obscure. They seem to imply that William Thomson had identified
some of the preparations in the Hunterian Museum in Glasgow as derived from Douglas's collection.
Thomson had in 1839 conducted a survey of the Hunterian Museum: see Coutts, op. cit., note 28 above
(Introduction), pp. 515-6.
12 I.e., Samuel Brown (1817-56), a chemist who held unorthodox views on the isomerism of certain
substances.
13 The Edinburgh Town Council had, in 1843, refused to appoint Brown to the Chair ofChemistry.
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London, 27th Decr 1845
35 Gloucester Crescent
My dear Thomson,
I only got your letter yesterday - as I did not happen to call at the College on
Christmas day.
The private nature ofyour communication precludes me from consulting with any
onehere, and I scarcely regretit, becauseamongmyfewintimateacquaintanceshereit
wouldbedifficulttofindafitcounsellorinthecircumstances - Imagineyourselffora
moment away from Edinburgh and then you will be the best friend I can advise with.
I feelcomfortable and satisfied herein themean time, and I must say that residence
in London as such -though in a humble quiet way such as I am in, has much to
reconcile one to theabsence ofold friends andearlyassociations, and assuredly unless
Edinburgh were to me very different indeed to what it would be to a stranger I would
scarcely change my present position for mere pecuniary advantages were they much
greater.
My income from my class last year was £530, it will not be less this year - from
this sum must be deducted £50 which I contribute towards the pay of the
Demonstrators - Then I receive £175 as Examiner at the University ofLond. Thus
£530 -£50 + £175 = £655. Such is my present emolument here - From your
account I gatherthat in Edinburgh itmight besecurely reckoned as at least asmuch if
not something more. Still were my present income secure the difference of amount
would not be worth the change - but I cannot expect to continue much longer as
Examiner, andagain,lookingstillfurtherforwardIdonotseewhatistocomeofonein
London as he approaches the close ofhis career -you enable a man to retire but we
have no means of doing so, and I cannot save money.
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I confess were I twenty years younger orhad I even my London life to begin again I
don't know that I should notprefer London, because pastexperience would suggest a
moreprofitablelineofproceeding, &in Londonresources arewithinreachofanactive
man which are denied him in Edinburgh - But in actual circumstances I amdisposed
to think that Edinburgh would be a better place for me - A man in my position in
London oughttolayhimselfoutforMedicalappointments, heoughttopretendatleast
to practice & try to secure an Insurance Office or two by which he might have some
£500 a year addition without a great deal oftrouble. This is what I would do had I to
begin again-
I shall saynothingabout thekindness ofmyEdinburgh friends butkeep to business
& therefore I tell you directly that ifyou could manage to save me from entering the
field as acandidate I should behappy to become Dr. Monro's successorl on the terms
you mention. But I have a great aversion to being a party in an Edinburgh contested
election and I think on consideration of my present position & the duty I owe to
UniversityCollege, mydesire toavoid acompetition will notbelooked onasarrogant.
Indeed the Council ought to see that ifthey desire men already tried in other places,
they must smooth the way for them.
I have some other things to ask you about -especially as to the Practical Anatomy
Class and as to Goodsir's position.2 Supposing I had the Chair what is he to do? I
should have great objection to a totally independent demonstrator and it is clear that
withGoodsir'stalentandpursuitshecouldnotlongcontinueasameresubordinate -
Is there any chance ofJameson's3 multifarious subjects being broke up (into two at
least) -whenhisChairbecomesvacant. ComparativeAnatomyandZoology - forone
and Mineralogy, Geology and Physical Geography for the other - Were this done
Goodsir would be the man for the first.
The second part oftheAnatomywill be out in a fewdays - the General Anatomy is
not yetcompleted - These things grow on one in the working, and I have been led to
treat the subject more fully than I intended -especially Bone in which I wished to
introduce the results ofpretty extensive observations ofmy own & this could not be
donewithclearnessunless atsomelength. Forthe Brainalso Iamresponsible. A young
friend took notes ofmy Lectures on the Brain as a basis, with this he incorporated
something more from sources which I indicated & then I finally put his MS into its
presentshape - Thereisnothingnewin it, butI thinkitcontainsafairaccountofwhat
is known & it is well illustrated with figures. The part would have appeared this week
but that the printers wont work in the holidays - I am busy on the sequel -
With best wishes of the season your sincere friend
W Sharpey
[Onthebackoftheenvelope:] Letmehearagainbeforeyouletmyresolution beknown
beyond trustworthy friends.
1 .e., in the Edinburgh Chair of Anatomy.
2John Goodsir had assisted Monro as demonstrator in the teaching ofthe anatomy course since 1844. 3 Robert Jameson (1774-1854), Professor of Natural History at Edinburgh.
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London, 1 Ith February 1846
My dear Syme,
When I definitelycommunicated to Dr. A. Thomson my views as to removing from
London, I had fully considered my position and prospects here and came deliberately
to the opinion that itwould be right forme toembrace the opportunity ofpassing the
remainder ofmy days in the scene ofmy earlyexertions amongattached & old friends
and in a most honourable station. In adopting my resolution I believed that I had
considered every possiblecontingency & I feltconfident that as I was not activated by
light considerations there was not the remotest probability ofanything occurring to
shake it. It is true that from the confidential nature of our correspondence I was
debarred from communicatingwith thoseaboutme but Iconfidently believed that the
announcement ofmy determination would be met merely with strong remonstrances
and these I had fullymadeupmymind to withstand. Theseweremy sentiments asyou
well know when I last wrote you and when I received the Lord Provost's letter on
Monday last week & I merely meditated a suitable reply to be at once sent off to a
communication which held out a fair prospect ofmy translation to Edinburgh being
accomplished in the way most agreeable to me.
It appeared to me right however when matters had arrived at that point to let my
Colleagues here know (in Confidence) my intentions. I felt it would be wrong then to
keep them in ignorance ofit & at their earnest request I agreed to delay giving a final
answerforafewdays. Youwerenotwronginattributing thissolelytoafeelingofwhat
wasduetocourtesy for I had notthe remotest ideathattheCollegecouldifitwoulddo
anything to interfere with my resolution. Suggestions ofadvantage were made to me
but they were such as Ihadforeseen and therefore were not such as could warrant a
change. There happened to be an ordinary meeting ofour Council on Saturday but I
positively refused to allow any ofthese suggested conceptions to beproposed to them,
for I abhorred the thought ofits being supposed that I should make theadvantageous
prospects held out to me elsewhere a ground of demands on the resources of the
College which I knew itcould ill afford & which though granted could in no way alter
my resolution which as I said was not taken on light considerations. On Friday
morningtherefore I toldmyfriendshereagainthatas Ihadmadeupmymind Iwished
to be atrestconcerningthematterand I went homewith theintention ofwritingoffto
the Lord Provost that evening, I then found the enclosed letterl waiting me which I
send notforthepurpose ofconvincingyouofmysincerity butasatestimony to others
who do not know me. On Saturday and Sunday I felt at ease in the beliefthat I had
passed the ordeal, for I assure you, it was one to resist such solicitations (especially
from Graham) but on Monday I had the Council to encounter & on that day also a
prospective arrangement was urged on me which will have the effect ofincreasing my
incomebyonehalfwithapresentimprovementinthemeantime. Thiswasaproposal I
could never have calculated on, at least it never for a moment entered into my
calculations & it alters my situation here so very materially that I think I ought not to
move & I must write the Lord Provost accordingly.2
I already feel to the full how much you and Thomson may reproach
me - "Why" -you will say - "did you allow us to urge on arrangements up to the
very last & then disappoint us". The only reply I can give is that up to the very last I
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looked forward with satisfaction to the accomplishment of the same object. For
whatever may now seen amiss the blame must rest with me, this letter must be your
justification. But sodistracted did I feel thisafternoon that I had almostwritten toyou
inclosing two letters to the Provost, one accepting, the other declining, & placing
myselfat your mercy to give in which you should think right after explaining to you
whathadoccurredtoaltermyviews; butthen I feltthat Iwould beusingtheUniversity
ofEdinburgh but indifferently well to occupy its Chair in such a mind; it would damp
myvery bestefforts & be a source ofdistress to me& I sincerely believe also to you for
long after.
But after all allowance for the mischiefwhich I might have been answerable for, I
would venture to hope that none ofany moment is likely to arise. It is quite plain that
Dr. Monro could not have gone on another session; that it will be greatly to the
advantage ofthe Univ'Y thathehas resigned &thatbyresigning atthis season a longer
time is allowed for eligible candidates to come forward. It is clear moreover that,
whoevermay succeed himnothingcould have been morepernicious to the Univ'ythan
bindingthesuccessortoanyseriousextentwithretiringallowance, &theLord Provost
inhislettertomeexpressedhisconviction thatthePatronswouldneverconsenttoit, &
I feel quite assured thatnothingcan tell betterforthe University outofEdinburgh than
therecognition ofa betterprinciple in regard to retiringallowances. Pray be so kind as
toshowthislettertoThomson&askhimtoexcusemewritinganothersuch. Icanonly
further express to you how deeply I have felt the kind friendship of both, and my
present sorrow that I should seem to have so ill requited it.
Yours &c
(Signed) W Sharpey
See the next letter.
2 There is nomention ofSharpey in the minutes ofthe Council meeting ofSaturday 7 February. Richard
Quaindid, however, attendameetingoftheCollege'sComitteeofManagementon I1 February, thedaythat
Sharpey wrote to Syme. At this meeting Quain urged that steps be taken to persuade Sharpey to remain in
London. On the following day an arrangement was proposed whereby Quain would surrender a portion of
the teaching of the Descriptive Anatomy class to Sharpey. The latter attended on the Committee of
Management meeting of 12 February and said that he had notified the Lord Provost of Edinburgh ofhis
refusal ofthe Chair ofAnatomy. The Committee guaranteed Sharpey an additional £150 per annum until
the new arrangements regarding the anatomy class could be implemented. See: University College London
Records Office, University of London Council Minutes, 1843-53, vol. 4, Session of Council, Saturday 7
February 1846; Committee of Management Minutes, vol. 3, Wednesday II February 1846: 'Chair of
anatomy and Physiology. Mr Quain's communication'; ibid., 12 February 1846: 'Chair of Anatomy'.
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Friday afternoon. [6 February 1846]
Dear Sharpey,
You will I suppose adhere to your intention of yesterday not to send a definitive
answertoScotlandbeforenext[sic]&I sendthisnotelestbyanychanceyoushould not
adhere to that notwithstanding. Be so good then as to omit sending till the time you
intended (next week).
Signed R. Quain.
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To the Lord Provost of Edinb.
London 1 1th Feb. 1846
My Lord,
When I wrote yr LordP on Wednesday last I had made up my mind to accept the
professP ofAnat. inthe Univ. ofEd. shd thePatrons seefittohonourmewithanoffer
ofthe Chair and ifI delayed giving a final answer to that effect, it was solely from a
feeling ofcourtesy which I conceived to be due to my Colleagues & the Council ofthe
Univ. Coll. on such an occasion & assuredly with no expectation that any thingcould
occur in the interval to alter my resolution.
Since then however arrangements quiteunforseen bymehave been proposedwhich
verymateriallyaltermyposition hereandwhichwillpreventmefromleavingLondon.
Desiring to express how deeply sensible I am ofthe consideration with wh. I have
been honoured by your Lordship I remain
My Lord your very obed. Serv.
W.S.
29
London gth March 1846
My dear Thomson,
I am so glad to hear from you again that I cannot refrain from sendingyou a line or
two in reply on the spurofthemoment. I can readily grasp theeffect that my letter(to
Syme) would have on him and you, but I assureyou that had you been here and could
you have appreciated my feelings at the time & for some time after, you would have
been disposed to reply to me in any other rather than an angry tone.
ThesubjectistomeapainfuloneandIcannowonlybegofyoutoacceptoftheletter
I wrote to Syme as equally intended for yourself-
Iamgladyouhaverecd thesecondpartoftheAnatomy. I regret I shouldhavegiven
cause for Dr. Alison's animadversions for I entertain so great an esteem for him in
every respect that I should feel much concerned at exposing myselfto his criticism in
any seriousmatter.' I have long since passed through the stage oflife in which one is
seriously disturbed by what are called attacks coming from frivolous or contentious
men though I am free to confess that like others I am not indifferent to censure from
any quarter; butAlison is a man whom I almost venerate on account ofhis active and
intrepid benevolence in the cause of the suffering poor, and esteem greatly for his
honesty and kindly disposition independently of his merits in science.
Todd spoke tome ofyourarticle andpromised tosendme theproofs but hehasnot
yet done so -it will be a pleasure to me to look it overand offermy suggestions, but I
fear Icanaddnothingorrather Ishouldsay I feel assuredthatnothingfrommewould
add to its excellence.
I have never said anything against the granular structure ofbone. All I know is that
the lamillae ofthe soft part aremade upofreticular fibres; how the earth isconnected
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with them I dont profess to know-I see granules in growing bone clearly
enough - sometimes very largeasin the legmetatarsus ofyoungsalamanderlarvae - I
believenaturecancalcifyanything&sometimes sheproceedswithlittleceremony asin
some diseased ossifications and in encroaching on articular cartilage - which I call a
crudeform of the process - see what I have said at the foot of page CLVIII-
I have been asked by more than one of the Candidates for a Testimonial - but in
actualcircumstances I haveresolved not to interfere in anywayevenbytheexpression
ofanopinion onthemeritsofthePartiesbytheusualformofTestimonial - I haveno
doubt you will get an able and efficient professor -
I have read Steenstrup2 (some three or four years ago) his observations are so far to
the same effect as those ofSars3 &c -and perhaps susceptible ofmore interpretations
than onein thepresent stateofknowledge. Ifyouwould likeit I will sendyou aloan of
thebookbythe Bookseller'sparcel - Has notVanBeneden4deniedthecorrectnessof
Goodsir's doctrine respecting the male of the Barnacles? I heard part of a paper of
Goodsir's read in the Royal Society a few weeks ago - on the origin of the so called
vascular glands -at least the Thymus Thyroid & Supra-renal5 -I did not quite
understandwhathehadseenbutIcanscarcelyformanopiniontillI seethepaperoran
abstract ofit. He seems to adopt Reichert's6 membrana intermedia - at least he uses
theterm. Ihavenoconfidence in Reichert asanexpositorofthings observed, norinhis
reasonings respecting them; and I hope to learn you will be able to save us in your
"Ovum" from an infliction of the Reichertian system.
The universal opinion here is that the Government is very shaky. I would not give
muchforthepurchaseofSirJ. Graham'spatronageagainstevenoldJeffray's lip - so I
don't think anybody can becock-sure ofGlasgow. Were there a turn-about I have no
doubt you would cut all out. Lord John[Russell] would give it you at once. Ifyou did
not get it I should next like to see Wharton Jones in it - he has worked hard and
althoughhehas beenunwiseingettinginto scientific controversieswhichexcitepeople
against him he is a man of great merit.
Withsincereregardstoyourown MrsThomson aswellastoyourfatherandmother
I am
Your sincere friend
WS.
These "animadversions" may have concerned an earlier dispute between Sharpey and Alison over the
interpretationofsomeofthelatter'sviewsonthespontaneousmotionoftheblood. SeeTaylor,op. cit., note
2 above (Introduction), p. 146.
2Johannes Iapetus Smith Steenstrup (1813-97), Danish biologist.
3 Michael Sars (1805-69), Norwegian marine biologist.
4 Pierre Joseph van Beneden (1809-94), Belgian zoologist.
5 JohnGoodsir, 'On thesupra-renal, thymus, and thyroid bodies', Phil. Trans. R. Soc., 1846, pp. 633-42.
6 Karl Bogislaus Reichert (1811-83), German embryologist and comparative anatomist.
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35 Gloucester Crescent, London
23d Decr 1846
My dear Thomson,
Would you kindly look at the inclosed note and kindly aid the Medical &
Chir[urgical]. Society in attaining their object.
It is a most uncommon thing for me to find myselfin a position to complain ofmy
friends beingbehind handintheircorrespondence - butsoitisatthismoment - I have
not heard from you or Syme for an age -
I can scarcely think ofanything at present worth writing you that you do not know
already -
Ourclasses atthe UnivyCollege (I mean the Medical) aremuch the same aslastyear
on the whole - but with 6 or 7 fewer entries. Bartholomew's I am told has 3 or 4 more
newonesthisyearthanlast. King'smuchastheywere -withnoincrease. TheBorough
Schools fallen off.
Have you seen Weber (E.H.)'s Paper on the vestiges offemale structure in the male
generative organs -and on other topics connected with the reproductive function?'
Theile's article on the Anatomy ofthe Liver in Wagner's Handworterbuch is worth
lookinginto.2Amongstotherthingsitcontainsacuriousaccountofthemucousglands
ofthe biliary ducts. I have been lately examining these funny glands & I find Theile's
account quite true - I did not inject the ducts - indeed that is not requisite.
Aqueerbutyetapromisingpractice hasjustbeentriedhereofstupefyingpatientsby
the inhalation ofvapour ofSulphuric Ether in order to render them insensible during
surgical operations - Liston cut offa man's thigh in the[University College] Hospital
on Monday while the individual was under the influence ofEther - I did not see the
operationbutI amassuredtheman feltnothing. [I]tistruethatthelegwaswhipped off
quick enough - but the patient had got back to his bed before he felt any pain.3-I
suspect however that inhalation ofEther vapouriflongcontinued orrepeated at short
intervals may in indiscreet hands do mischief by causing bronchitis - at least I am
aware ofthishappeningwith more than onestudent who has tried it as a substitute for
laughing gas.
I believe the Ether is inhaled offwater by means ofa vessel and pipe resembling a
hookah -the water frees it from the sulphuric acid with which it is liable to be
contaminated.
The use ofethei for the above purpose is I understand a Yankee invention - the
suggestor of it a Mr. Bigelow4 of whose name you must have heard.
Let me know whether the proposed free trade modifications ofyour Statuta have
been adopted5 -whether they are as yet in operation & what is thepromise. I wrote to
Syme on the subject a good while ago -expressing my persuasion ofthe necessity of
bringing up the fee to that ofthe University but also ofthe greatpractical difficulty of
enforcing the observation of such a condition unless the private teachers agree to
appoint a Receiver. Even then I fear some classes will not be in a fair position for
Grinders6 will give tickets for Lectures on certain subjects - Materia Medica - Med.
Jurisprudence -Pathology or even Physiology, and ifthey charge full price for these
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tickets the holders of them will have some compensating abatement or privilege as
grinding Pupils - I fear they will be too slippery for you -
Can you suggest any book or books, old or new, for the Sydenham Society? Their
edition ofHewsonbyGulliver,7 tho' hisannotationsrefertomatters ofdetail, youwill
I think find useful -Gulliver has taken immense pains to have his references correct.
As a general rule however I am rather averse to annotating works, especially ofolder
writers. With Hewson it is well enough, for reallyexcepting in thechemical history of
the blood, which indeed he does not treat, he is a better guide than many ofour own
day. But writers a century or two gone by -cannot be made new by means of
notes - any notes therefore to such old books should be merely explanatory or
occasionally critical - never supplementary -and in any case annotation can only be
trusted to a very discreet Editor -
With best regards to Mrs Allen
believe me My dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Ernst Heinrich Weber, 'Zusatze zur Lehre vom Baue und von den Verrichtungen des
Geschlechtsorgane', Arch. Anat. Physiol. wiss. Med., 1846, pp. 421-8.
2[Friedrich Wilhelm] Theile, 'Leber', in Rudolph Wagner (ed.), Handworterbuch der Physiologie mit
Racksicht aufphysiologische Pathologie, 4 vols. in 5, Brunswick, F. Vieweg, 1842-53, vol. 2, pp. 308-62.
3 This is a singularly offhand account of the first British use ofanaesthesia in a surgical operation.
4 HenryJacob Bigelow(1818-90), the American surgeon associated with the first use ofanaesthesia inan
operation at the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston in 1846.
sTheseremarksseem torefertoaproposalconsideredbytheSenateofEdinburgh Universityin 1845that
the lectures ofextra-mural teachers should count toward graduation in the samewayas thoseofUniversity
Professors: see College Minutes, op. cit., note 20.8 above, 1844-55, vol. 4, pp. 65-7. The Town Council
accepted thisproposal despitethe University's opposition. Lengthy litigationfollowed, whichculminated in
adecision againstthe University bythe House ofLords in 1854. See: ibid., 1855-61, vol. 1, pp.429-30fora
summary of the affair.
6 I.e., the tutors who provided intensive instruction to Edinburgh students prior to examinations.
7George Gulliver (ed.), The works of William Hewson, F.R.S., London, Sydenham Society, 1846.
My dear Sharpey,
TheTransactions ofthe Royal SocietyofEdinb. areinthelibraryoftheMedicaland
Chirurgical Socy. up to vol ix part (1821) and we now think ofcompleting the series.
The Publishers of the last part we have are W. & C. Tait.
Can thevolumeswanting beprocured at a reduced price? - Will you be sogood as
to give any information on the subject, or if you cannot do so from your own
knowledge will you oblige me by writing to Dr A. Thomson respecting this
matter - Wealsointhequestofcompletingtheset,wouldwishtocontinuetoprocure
the vols. as they come out. May this object be attained by exchanging the Med: &
Chirurg. trans. for the Trans. of the Royal Socy. of Edinb. - The answer would
depend on the wish of the Royal Socy
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Will you do what is needful as soon as possible. The facts to be ascertained are
1st. The first price of the vols. wanting.
2nd. The price at which we may procure them.
3rd. Ifthe Socy in Edinb. are likely to exchange Trans. on application being made
by us
Yours mo. truly
R. Quain
23 Dec 46 35 Gloucester Crescent, London
16th March 1847
Private
My dear Thomson,
I knowyouareafriendofSirwmHamilton' and I thinkIheard latelythatyouwere
attendinghimprofessionally.2 Mycolleague Mr. De Morgan3 hasbeencorresponding
inafriendlywaywithhimuponsomequestionin Logic, andfromaletterfromSir. Wm
whichI sawtodayIamsorrytofindthattheupshothasbeenthatSirWVn. isseizedwith
thenotion that De Morgan hasavailed himselfofdisclosures in thiscorrespondence to
appropriate to himselfcertain original views belonging to SirWilliam. Now from all I
know of De Morgan I feel quite assured that Sir Wm must be labouring under a
misapprehension. De Morganfeels hemustgo on and isgoing onwith thepublication
ofwhat he conceives belongs to him and must take his chance ofthe consequences, in
the mean time he writes SirW' to say that in the mean time he abstains from further
correspondence by private letters on the subject.4
I write you this privately, to inform you that (although Sir WmS letter is really
something beyonda plain spoken one) De Morgan is activated by no pettish spirit in
avoidingprivatecontroversy - he feels that in the enditmust become public ifSirWm
persists in his persuasion. and that this persuasion on Sir W"' part -erroneous as De
Morganconceives it tobe -isnoreasonwhy DeM. shouldforegohisclaim towhathe
considers his due.
De Morgan spoke with me to day about the matter and I know he is distressed
especially at any angry misunderstanding at present knowing that Sir Wm Hamilton
has barely recovered from a serious illness - He applied to him for information on
certain points in the History of Logic because he knows & believes him to be
incomparably themostlearnedman in thatandin kindred subjectsnot in thiscountry
merely but of all men in existence. De Morgan had been long engaged with the
"syllogism" before he applied to Sir Wt.
I write to youprivately to give you an idea of the feelings De Morgan has on the
subjectandinthehopethatifSirWilliamshouldpossiblyspeakwithyouonthematter
you may at least restrain Sir Wins naturally impetuous tho' honest disposition from
doinganythinghastily andrashly. Acooljudicious friend mightdomuch good in this
matter.5
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I had a copy ofyour Father's Biographical memoir for which I have to thank Dr
William [Thomson].6 I am much pleased with it, but I fear that no memorial ofyour
Father will wellconvey to them who had not the happiness to know him any adequate
idea of the personal form and influence of his presence and conversation and oral
instruction - above all his unquenchable enthusiasm in favorite pursuit. I can fancy I
traceyourSister'shandinsomepassages - What apieceofmeddlingfastidiousness in
Chambers7 togo outofhiswayabouttheletter to Lord Lauderdale8 - I should beglad
to know how many ofthose that heard him (ofwhom I was not one) could have with
any face pretended that they had rigidly observed the rule he professed to lay
down! - He forgot that Lord Lauderdale was something more to your father than a
"lay man" -
Would you begoodenough to look atJohn Hunter's figures oftheincubated Eggin
Vol 5 oftheCatalogue ofthe Hunterian Museum andexplain what you understand by
therepresentation ofalayerofamnion reflected overtheyolk-sacandanotheroverthe
allantois - both different from the general continuation of the peripheral part ofthe
serous layer or false amnios.
In Plate 75 Fig. 1 it is marked c and b.
Haveyouseen Pouchet's recentbook &figures ontheperiodical separation ofova?9
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
lWilliam Hamilton (1788-1856), Professor of Logic and Metaphysics at the University of Edinburgh. 2 This is the only reference in the correspondence to Thomson being engaged in medical practice.
Hamilton had in 1844 suffered a paralytic attack from which he never fully recovered.
3Augustus de Morgan (1806-71), Professor of Mathematics at University College London.
4In November 1846 de Morgan read a tract 'On the structure of the syllogism' before the Cambridge
Philosophical Society; hedeveloped the arguments contained in this paper in his Formallogic, published in
thefollowingyear. DeMorganhadcorresponded with Hamilton about thehistoryoftheAristotelian theory
of the syllogism and the latter accused de Morgan of plagiarizing his ideas.
5 Sharpey and Thomson's efforts at mediation in thisdispute are recorded in several subsequent letters in
the collection: Sharpey to Thomson, I April 1847; Thomson to Sharpey, 5 April 1847 (with a letter from
Hamilton); Sharpey toThomson, 8 April 1847. Onlythelastoftheselongletters isreproduced here because,
although ofsome interest to historians ofphilosophy, they do not bear upon the principal themes ofthe
Sharpey-Thomson correspondence. These letters make it possible to identify Sharpey and Thomson as the
anonymous "friends" in Edinburgh and London referred to by both protagonists in the dispute: Augustus
deMorgan, Statement inanswertoanassertionmadebySir William Hamilton, Bart., ProfessorofLogicin the
University ofEdinburgh, London, Richard and John E. Turner, 1847, p. 6; William Hamilton, A letter to
Augustus de Morgan Esq. of Trinity College Cambridge, Professor of Mathematics in University College,
London, as to his claim to an independent re-discovery of a new principle in the syllogism, London and
Edinburgh, Longman, 1847, pp. 39-40.
6WilliamThomson, Noticeofsomeoftheleadingevents in the lifeofthelate DrJohn Thomson, F.R.S.L. &
E.,formerly ProfessorofSurgery to theRoyalCollegeofSurgeons, andofMilitary Surgery, andmorerecently
Professor ofGeneral Pathology in the University, Edinburgh, Stark, 1847. Taken from Edinb. med. surg. J.,
1847, 67: 131-93.
7 Presumably, the Edinburgh publisherandwriter RobertChambers(1802-71). Apparently a reference to
John Thomson's letter to Lauderdale written in 1830 discussing what was to prove the terminal illness of
George iv: it was reproduced on pp. 184-5 ofWilliam Thomson's life ofhis fatherin the Edinburgh Medical
andSurgical Journal. Chambers apparently questioned the propriety ofJohn Thomson discussing clinical
questions with a "lay man".
8James Maitland, eighth Earl of Lauderdale (1759-1839), Whig politician and author. He met John
Thomson in Edinburgh in the winter of 1799-1800; the two founded a chemistry class, which met in
Thomson's house, for gentlemen associated with Parliament House. In 1806, during the short-lived Whig
ministry, Lauderdale was instrumental in securing John Thomson's appointment as Professor of Military
Surgery at Edinburgh University.
9 Felix Archimede Pouchet, Theorie positive d'ovulation spontane et de lafecondation des mammiferes
et de l'espeee humaine, baske sur l'observation de toute la s&ie animale, Paris, J. B. Bailliere, 1847.
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Your Brother Wm is in London, and is to take dinner with me at 6.
London 8'h April 1847
My dear Thomson,
I am obliged to write you very hurriedly in reply to your long & perspicacious
letter
I ofcourse know that a man's beliefis or ought to be the result ofhis conviction, &
that he cannot alter it according to his will. So long therefore as SirWm H. retains his
sense of the evidence before him it would be absurd to expect an alteration in his
belief- He mayconsider his allegations as not made and notwritten - that ofcourse
is all he can do - to say his beliefwas changed while his conviction derived from the
evidence before him remains unchanged would be to say what was not the fact. For a
like reason I can hardly think Mr De Morgan could be expected to confess himselfin
error as to the time he wrote down his second view - unless he is convinced ofhaving
been in error - and for this reason I dont think he could have compiled with the
proposal in Sir W"S letter to you of the 4th which I return inclosed.
Thereisaninaccuracyinthebeginningofthatletterwhichitmaybeaswellformeto
correct. - I admitted thepossibility ofMrDe M. beingmistaken in his recollection of
the time but I did not say that I thought it "not unlikely".
Again Mr De Morgan was well aware ofSir W"S high position as a metaphysician
and would verynaturally useexpressions ofadmiration in speaking ofit. But he said I
did not believe he knew SirWi was Professor ofLogic - this remark had reference to
your suggestion that he might have heard thro' some pupil of Sir Wm that he held
peculiar views on the syllogism - For all De M. knew to the contrary Sir Wi might
still have been Professor ofUniversal History - His eminence as a metaphysician as
you and I well know is independent of his position as professor.
I wish to give no opinion on the manner in which Mr De M. has conducted his
correspondence with Sir Will. -whether judicious -whether in good taste or with a
due regard to courtesy - and this I say without any insinuation unfavorable to Mr De
M - that is not the question between the parties - Without giving an opinion I will
nevertheless remind you that Mr De M. asked Sir Wi to state his views because he
offeredto doso & because theywere published sufficiently to secure the right to them.
I fear I shall go astray ifI attempt to[... .] acomparison ofSect. in ofthe Paperwith
the addition - It seems to me plain that the addition professes to give a complete
theory and states distinctly and in plain words that the author ascribes[?] definite
quantity to the subject and predicate of propositions - He then also clearly draws
definitely quantitative conclusions - But in section iII. he distinctly quantifies the
middle term which includes the predicate of something, and he gets a conclusion
expressed within limitsas toquantitywhich isallhegetsin theaddition - In Sect. in he
expresses by a fraction what is illustrated by which numbers in the addition - But
again I mustdeem[?] that I havenoconfidence in my ownjudgment on thispoint, and,
fortunately it is not needed.
SirWns'"articulate statement" indicating what SirWi sdiscovery woulddo led De
M. to infer its nature, - it was able to dojust what his own would - it was therefore
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most probably the same - he furnished Sir Wm with some developments of his own
view, but as far as I know he even now is not clearly informed ofwhat SirWins system
is -
De Morgan wrote out his disputed paperat thecommencement ofthe Sessionwhen
there were few class exercises to look over - the session begins on the 15'h October.
Sir Wins letter proposes that De M. should confess himselfwrong in asserting that
his view was written out before seeing the "requisites" - to admit he may have got a
hint and through confusion ofthought cannot see that he got it, to correct himselfin
whathe hasno reason to believeamistakeas to time, orrather toassert thecontraryof
whathebelieves tobe true - in order that SirWm may relieve him ofa different and not
greater imputation. I wish the affair could be settled without a "paper war" but I see
plainly that De Morgan thinks that some sort ofimputation ofequivocal conduct will
be apt to stick to him unless Sir Wm very decidedly & unreservedly clears him, and I
think he ismuch more disposed to bringmatters to apublic arbitrement, than to settle
them by any proceeding which might at any future time leave room for uncorrected
misconception or misrepresentation by parties not now in the field. I regret this very
muchforvarious reasons - butespecially formyrespect forbothparties. I feel thatmy
voluntarily assumed office is at an end, and come what may I can say that it would be
equallypainful formeifeithershouldsufferinthecontroversy - Indeedwereitnotso
I think youwillgivemefullcreditforsayingthatfrom old recollections I should regret
more that SirW. H. should bewasted than his opponent except in so faras the matter
touches Mr De Morgan's honour - In anycase I am sorry forDe Morgan - for, with
every allowance, I feel it will appear ungracious in him, young, vigorous and hopeful,
to allow himself to fall into a public wrangling with one so much esteemed and
deservingaswellasobtainingsomuchsympathy(evenfromadversaries)onaccountof
his late melancholy affliction - Had it been a dozen years ago I could have looked
gaily on the lists.
I wish youwould look in to thesubject ofthedevelopmentofthe spermatozoa. You
willhavetonoticeit IpresumeinyourarticleforTodd - unlesstherebeaspecialarticle
on the subject - I will gladly send you a loan of Koelliker's book if you desire it.
I have been trying an exper' of Edwd Weber first mentioned by Volkmann in his
articleNervenPhysiologiel inWagner'sHandwoerterbuchandsincethenby E. Weber
himselfin his article Muskelbewegung2 in the same work. The exp' was intended to
show a different effect obtained from stimulating a nerve and a nerve centre
respectively. A current or rather a series of interrupted currents from an Electro-
Magnetic Rotatoryapparatusis sentthrough theSp. Cord ofafrog - atetanicstateof
thebodyisproduced&thiscontinuesalittletime(aminuteortwoinmyexpts)afterthe
application ofelectr. ceases -but according to Weber & Volkmann when the same
state is caused bypassing theelectricity through a mere nerve it ceases the moment the
electricity is discontinued.
I do not get the same result - I find the tetanic state persists some time after the
electricity is stopped in both cases-it may endure a little longer in the case of
stimulatingthecord than in thatofthenerve butthere is no absolutedifference. There
is no need in using the apparatus with a Natural Magnet - The ordinary Coil &
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generating cell used medicinally for giving shocks has just the same effect - indeed I
just tried thelatter&and find the resultdiff' from that ofWeberandVolkmann. I then
tried the Natural Magnet - but the effect was practically the same. I wish you would
repeat the Exp' for I sawTodd the otherdaywho told me he got the same result as the
German Physiologists - I had not then tried it - I used strong large frogs.
Yours affectly
W Sharpey
I should have told you that I saw De Morgan last night & communicated to him
Sir W. H's letter of the 4th -which I now return.
l AlfredWilhelm Volkmann, 'Nervenphysiologie', inWagner,op.cit., note30.2above, vol. 1,pp. 563-97.
2 Eduard Wilhelm Weber, 'Muskelbewegung', ibid., vol. 3, pt. 2, pp. 1-122.
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London, 20th December 1847
My dear Thomson,
I am well nigh prevented by very shame from facing you even in a Letter. I must
acknowledge thatyouhavemetwith a scurvyacquital at myhandsforyourkindletter
and specimens of the growing cuttlefish as well as for your attention in collecting
sheep - (I may as well mention that I should think another dozen or so will be
sufficient) -
I sendyouveryroughproofsofthechapterontheNerves - alittlebitremainswhich
I will forward to you as soon as I can dispose of it.
I truly sympathize with you in your deprivation ofSyme's services, but your loss is
our gain - and I should trust his own' - He comes to us in our greatest need and the
handsomewayinwhichhehasbehavedinallthenecessary arrangementsdemandsour
best efforts to second him both in his capacity of clinical teacher and practising
surgeon - The circumstances as you observe are peculiarly favourable to Syme in
particular.
I have heard from more quarters than one that Miller is seeking the Clinical
Chair - In any case you will have aplacevacantand I fearyourdifficulty isenhanced
by being obliged to fill it up - Better it remained vacant than that certain candidates
should be inflicted on you - I should think yourfreethinkers2 professors Simpson &
Millerwould for their own sakes as members ofthe University do their best to get the
best man notwithstanding differences of Church or State politics.
As to yourself- I presume this event would only seem to fix more firmly your
previous determination to the West - unless you take a hint which I threw out in a
letter to Syme the other day - as to a Prison Inspectorship which would make London
your headquarters - Still I presume that Jeffray - ... tho' he be-will put the
Glasgow Chair first in your choice.
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One thing I cannot pass over in silence, that is, the regret which I feel that we are
obliged towithdrawSymefromamongfriendsandassociateswho onatryingoccasion
have given him so disinterested advice - It is ahappiness, however, to reflect on their
behaviour, although it is alloyed by regret at their deprivation.
How famously LordJohn isworking the Bishops - and I doubt not hewill force the
Dean and Chapter of Hereford to make martyrdom oftheir consciences - for in the
way they put theircase the [sic] speak notofthe alternative ofsacrificing theirlivings.3
Theywilldoubtlessdothedeedevenagainsttheirconsciences"virtuspostnummos" or
rather, speaking ofsacrifices, "virtutem ante nummos."4 There will be no disruption
here. The Candlishes and Cunninghams5 of Prelacy have too much to lose-
With best regards to Mrs Allen
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
1 Syme was appointed Professor ofClinical Surgery at University College on 8 January 1848 following
Robert Liston's death the previous year. It was Sharpey who conveyed the offer of the post to Syme: see
Syme to Sharpey, 14 February 1847, College Correspondence, University College London MSS.
2 JamesMillerwasaprominentspokesmanfortheFreeChurchofScotlandduringtheDisruptioncrisisof
1843. Simpson also sided with the Free Church.
3 Russell had offended the High Church party by appointing the latitudinarian Renn Dickson Hampden
as Bishop ofHereford. Thirteen bishops presented a petition ofremonstrance to the Prime Minister. The
Dean of Hereford was also opposed to the appointment.
4"Virtue after lucre" (Horace, Epistles, i. i. 53); and "[sacrifice] virtue before lucre".
5 Areferenceto RobertSmith Candlish(1806-73)andWilliamCunningham (1805-61),twoprimemovers
in the Disruption of 1843.
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London 35 Gloucester Crescent
28th Decr 1847
My dear Thomson,
Whenever you are about to make a new and important step in life I feel that my old
sympathies have lost none oftheir vividness, and it is under their full influence that I
saytoyouyouwilldoquiterightintakingtheGlasgowChair[ofAnatomy], andwould
be quite right in so doing even independently of your third reason
The only person in Scotland who occurs to me as a possible competitor is [John]
Reid, butfromwhat he hinted tomeinAutumn Ijudged thathis interest had lain with
thelateLordAdvocate(McNeill).1 Heseemedmoreovertoconsiderthatnotonlyyour
interest but your public claims would ensure you the Chair - and from all I saw ofhis
position in St. Andrews it occurred to me that, though not worthy ofhis merits, yet it
was sufficiently comfortable to prevent a man ofhis easy temperament from making
anyconsiderable ortroublesomeexertions forabetter, particularlywithoutatolerably
assured hope ofsuccess.2
In London the only person likely to cross you is Wharton Jones, and I doubt not he
will put all oars into the water to pull into Jeffray's berth.. I should think he has not
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mendedhischancebyhisproceedingslastyearnorindeedhashisdemeanourherebeen
ever such as to secure him much kindly interest even with thosewho are most ready to
acknowledgehisscientificmerit. WhomayexertthemselvesforhiminthisquarterIdo
not exactly know -possibly Sir James Clark, but then his man again would be Lord
John - with whom your claims are paramount.
I think it further not unlikely that interest may be made for Jones from the side of
Glasgow -perhaps by applying through the MP's. In case ofyour success however,
which I cannot doubt, anotherchance is open to Jones, namely, thePhysiology Chair
in Edinburgh -and I think that would be his best game, and best worth even his first
efforts.
As I have said - I don't doubt ofyour success - but let us take care that there is no
failure through mismanagement. Your friend James Mylar has access I think to Sir
George Grey3 -but Lord John and Rutherfurd4 ought and will I suppose settle the
affair.
Until Saturday (ie holiday time) direct to me at my house - The old Porter at the
College did not forward your letter and I am constrained to write in great haste to
secure the post -With kind remembrances and Christmas compliments to Mrs A - I
ever am
My dear Thomson
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson.
I Duncan McNeill (1793-1874), Lord Advocate from 1842 to 1846.
2 At this date Reid was Professor of Medicine at St Andrews.
3 George Grey (1799-1882), Home Secretary since 1846.
4Andrew, Lord Rutherfurd (1791-1854), Lord Advocate from 1846 to 1851.
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38 Gloucester Crescent
9th Jan 1848
My dear Thomson,
Iwrite toacknowledgeyourreplytomyletter - butprincipallyjusttoremindyou to
tryand securetheuterusinanycholeracaseinwhichabortionmayhaverecentlytaken
place.
I am glad to see by today's paper that the deaths are not increasing - I would hope
from this the disease may be about to pass its acme.
The Board of Health here have so precipitately committed themselves on the
question ofcontagion that I cannot look for any unbiased evidence to becollected by
their agents. I have lately been pursuing the evidence brought together by Simpson
respectingthelastepidemicofCholera. I wishevengreatervigilancewereemployedon
this occasion so as to arrive ifpossible at a settlement of the question.'
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In the meantime I sincerely sympathize with the inhabitants of your Town and
Neighbourhood in their afflicting visitation.
Yours very sincerely
in haste
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
1 The question of whether cholera was contagious or was propagated by a "miasma" remained
contentious throughout the nineteenth century.
London 25th Jany 1848
My dear Thomson,
I this morning recdyour letter but as yet have seen nothing ofyour book.' I was not
awareyouwould besosharpwithitotherwiseIwouldhavesenttheremainingproofof
the Nerves (which I at the time had not beside me) in order to serve as an answer (in
some sortatleast) toyourqueries inyourlastletter. I nowregret I wassodilatory but I
dare say it was of little moment after all.
Iwilltellyoufairlywhat Iprivatelythinkofthebook, thatis, thewholetruth -and I
doubt not it is a performance ofwhich the whole truth may be safely told to all - and
that my inclination and determination to give it a friendly greeting will be gratified
consistently with rigid justice.
I have just got back into writing order again - and hope to get rid in no very long
timeofthemillstone thathas been solongaboutmyneck - I will neveragainengage in
composing a systematic treatise
I thank you for your correction of neurilema, though it came too late. The word
ought certainly to have two m's (ifwe look to the original Greek) but I did not look to
this -and in pursuance of my usual custom of following the usual custom wrote
neurilema because it is the commonly followed spelling.
I begin to think that old Jeffray's friends are using his name to draw his salary as
some Chelsea pensioners have drawn their pensions long after they were dead &
buried. Ought not a non efficient but salaried professor to be shown at stated times at
Kirk or Market?
We hear rumours here of Jamesons's expected retirement - and of expecting
successors - I hope they will give the place to some worthy man - such as Edwd
Forbes2 - at least that it won't be thrown away on old Fleming3 orTraill,4 ifTraill be
madly ambitious ofit. The only good ofgiving it to Traill which I see would be the
getting Douglas McLagan5 into the Med. Jurisp. which would be a useful move I
believe.
My neighbour Mrs Potter tells me of a Mr Jamieson of Rutland Square - having
died and left something to the University which would especially benefit the Professor
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of Mathematics - is this true or what is the truth? The Potters will be interested to
know on account of their connexion with Kelland.6
Yours very sincerely
W Sharpey
Dr A. Thomson
l Part 1 ofThomson's OutlinesofPhysiology,fortheuseofstudents, Edinburgh,MaclachlanandStewart,
1848.
2 Edward Forbes (1815-54), Professor of Botany at King's College, London. Forbes succeeded to
Jameson's Chair shortly before his own death.
3John Fleming (1785-1857), clergyman and naturalist. Formerly Professor of Natural Philosophy at
Aberdeen, he was appointed to the Chair ofNatural Sciences at the Free Church College ofEdinburgh in
1845.
4Thomas Stewart Traill (1781-1862), Professor of Forensic Medicine at Edinburgh.
5 AndrewDouglas Maclagan (1812-1900), anextra-mural lecturerinmateriamedica. HesucceededTraill
as Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in 1862.
6 Philip Kelland (1808-79), Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh since 1838.
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London
Monday [Undated, written between 26 and 31 January 1848]
My dear Thomson,
Confound theold lumberer! Onbreakingthe seal ofyournotetoday Iexpected ofa
surety that it contained an announcement ofhis having been gathered to his fathers.
I have neither spoken nor written a word on the matter to any one save Syme to
whom you have already communicated your views -
I remember hearing during the Tory regime that an objection togivinj two Regius
Chairsinthe University to two Brotherswouldbeheldfataltoyourclaim -butitwas
afrivolousobjectionandwithoutprecedent -andtheprofessors arenotlikely totryin
your case the game ofthe Bishops in Dr. Hampden's and obstruct a Royal mandate.2
I suppose that Miller being already a member of the Edinburgh Senatus will be
subject to no further test.
The only step which it appears to me you ought to take or at least consider the
propriety oftaking -isthat ofletting Lord John knowin someway orotherthatyour
views are directed towards the Glasgow Chair - He may not know the respective
advantages ofthe position as compared with your present place -which he may very
naturally suppose better - and from not being better informed of your wishes may
commit himself with the first influential applicant - or his wife may promise her
intercession - Iftherefore LadyJohncould bemade acquainted with yourintentions
inanyallowablewayI thinkitmightbeprudenttodo so -itis I admitadelicatepoint,
but I think it right to say to you what has occurred to me in reflecting on the actual
circumstances.
Your sincere friend
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
1 William Thomson had been Professor of Medicine at Glasgow since 1841. 2 See note 34.3, above.
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London, Monday 31st January, 1848
My dear Thomson,
I got your Outlines [of Physiology] on Saturday afternoon & have by this time
dispatched the copies to Carpenter and Todd. I have dipped into and turned over the
book throughout, and have begun to peruse it from the beginning with care - The
resultisthatwithoutflatteringyouIhavetotellyouthatI finditgreatlytomytaste - it
isjust what I had reason to expect - Short yet wonderfully complete, everything in
due proportion, given with great neatness and conciseness yet perfectly clear - and
aboveallinabecomingphilosophicaltone -whichisquiterefreshing. Theonlyserious
fault in it is that it is not ended.
I will readitoverwithcareindue time and freelypoint out any smaller"spots" that
may catch my eye & make any suggestions that may occur for your next Edition - I
have noexpectation that such opportunities will be frequent and in anycase I may say
"Verum ubi plura nitent in carmine,
(non ego paucis
Offendar maculis, quas aut incuria fudit,
Aut humana parum cavit natura."'
But to turn to something else.
If anything else could enhance the gift of your Outlines (Part Ist) it would be the
news I found waiting me today, ofOld Jeffray's extinction - but are you sure it is not
another "Cry ofWolf"? George theThird wasanxiously impatient for the demise ofa
certain MadamSchullenbergwhom hesorelydisliked andwheninformed ofherdeath
he was not satisfied till one ofhis Pages actually bore testimony to having seen the old
lady laid out - Our young friend John ought to have got a sight ofthe corpse ofthe
Glasgow Patriarch.
I donotknowifSirGeorgeGreyhasamedical confessor, orifsowhois theman - I
shall endeavour to learn - As to SirJ. Clark I know heis orwas a patron ofWharton
Jones -but whether he will keenly interest himself on his account, especially against
onewhohaspersonalclaimson LordJohn - Ido notknow - Clark'sinfluencewould
liewithLordJohn - I amnotawarethatheattendsSirGeorgeGrey. I don'tknow that
Brodie has anybody to promote - from what I have seen I should judge he has
not - andbesidesalthough amansupported byhimmightgive some trouble I have no
idea he will prevail against you - indeed were it generally known among the medical
men of London that you were a candidate I think it would in most instances be
considered agood reason fordeclining to bring forward or to use interest for others. I
thinkyouhadbetterwrite SirJas. Clarkorperhaps rathergetScott2 towritehim(that
is to say ifyou don't think yourselfsufficiently intimate) in order that he may be fully
appraised of your application - for then he may probably consider that a sufficient
excuse for declining interference at least.
I am greatly obliged for the trouble you have taken about the "young
lambs" -Therewill bequiteenough - andasyouwill, like Syme, soonhave to "pack
up" -perhapsitmightbeaswelljusttomakeaparcelofthemandsendbySteamer
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I will order Plates of the Arteries -for in the extremely improbably case of your
non-translation it will be easy to arrange with the Publishers -they are still some 50
below the 500 copies.
With best wishes
Yours most sincerely
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
1"But when the greater part ofa composition is resplendent, I shall not find fault with a few blemishes
which inattention let slip in a hurry, or to which human nature failed to be alert." (Horace, Arspoetica, ii.
351-3). I am obliged to Mrs Betty Knott-Sharpe for identifying and translating this quotation.
2 Possibly John Scott (d. 1853), Physician to the Queen in Scotland.
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London, 8th February 1848
My dear Thomson,
I received your note last night. I have no doubt yourprospect ofthe Glasgow Chair
is all but certain although I learnt last night that Jones is in the field. I saw Sir James
Clark and remarked to him that I did not see how your public claims and personal
interest could bemet by those ofanybody else. [I]t struck methathe was rathershyof
the topic especially when I asked him if he knew of other candidates -he said I
probably knew that Jones had applied but added that he had very little chance of
succeeding.
Lord John is likely in a few days to have another piece of equally important
patronage on his hands which it may cost him more trouble to please people in the
disposal of, than happens even with a Glasgow Chair - The old Primate though
younger than your predecessor (being 82) is not so tough grained - and is said to be
dying - I suppose this will keep the Bench right on the Jewish disability question.'
Poor Peter (Peebles) [i.e. Handyside] is not to gain his great plea yet, -why does he
not stand for Miller's place or Syme's if Miller is not translated?
Yours very sincerely
W Sharpey
Dr Allen Thomson
On 11 February 1848, William Howley, Archbishop ofCanterbury, died. He had been opposed to the
removal ofcivil disabilities against Jews.
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